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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOR PROCESS

The Bureau of Reclamation,Corps of Engineers. and Bonneville Power Administration wish to
thank those who reviewed the Columbia River System Operation Review (SOR) Draft EIS and
appendicesfor theirconunents. Your commentshaveprovided valuablepublic.agency, andtribal
input to the SOR NEPA process. Throughout the SOR. we have made a continuingeffort to keep
the public infonned and involved.

Founeen public seeping meetings were held in 1990. A series of public roundtables was
conductedin November 1991 to providean updateOD the statusof SORstudies. The leadagencies
went back to most of the 14 communities in 1992 with 10 initial system operating strategies
developedfrom the screening process. From those meetings and other consultations, sevenSOS
alternatives (with options) were developed and subjected to full-scale analysis. The analysis
results were presented in the Draft EIS released in July 1994. The leadagenciesalso developed
alternatives foe the other proposedSOR actions, includinga Columbia RiverRegional Forum for
assisting in the determination of future sass. Pacific Nonhwest Coordination Agreement
alternatives for power coordination, and Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
alternatives. A series of nine publicmeetings was held in SeptemberandOctober 1994to present
the Draft EISandappendicesand solicit public input on the SOR. The leadagencies received282
formal written comments. Your comments have been used to revise and shape the alternatives
presented in the Final EIS.

Regular newsletters on the progress of the SOR have been issued. Since 1990. 20 issues of
Streamlint have been sent to individuals. agencies. organizations. and tribes in the region on a
mailing list of over 5,000. Several special publicationsexplaining various aspects of the study
have also been preparedand mailed to those on the mailing list. Those include:

The CoJumbia River: A System Under Stress
The Columbia River System: The Inside Story
Screening Analysis: A Summary
Screening Analysis: Volumes J and 2
PowerSystem Coordination: A Guide to the Pacific Northwest Coordination

Agreement
Modeling theSystem: How Computersare Used in Columbia River Planning
DailylHoudy Hydrosystem Operation: How tbe Columbia River System Responds 10

Sbort-Term Needs

Copies of these documents, theFinal EIS, and other appendices can be obtained from any of lb.
lead agencies. or from libraries in yow area.

Yourquestions and comments on these documents should be addressedto:

SOR InteragencyTeam
P.O. Box 2988
Portland, OR 97208-2988
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PREFACE: SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE SYSTEM OPERATION REVIEW

WHAT IS THE SOR AND WHY IS IT BEING
CONDUCTED?

The Columbia River System is a vast and complex
combination of Federal and non-Federal facilities
used for many purposes including power production,
irrigation, navigation, tlood control, recreation, fish
and wildlife habitat and municipal and industrial
water supply. Each river use competes for the
limited water resources in the Columbia River Basin.

To date, responsibility for managing these river uses
has been shared by a number of Federal, state, and
local agencies. Operation of the Federal Columbia
River system is the responsibility of the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation), Corps of Engineers
(Corps) and Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA).

The System Operation Review (SOR) is a study and
environmental compliance process being used by the
three Federal agencies to analyze future operations
of the system and river use issues. The goal of the
SOR is to achieve a coordinated system operation
strategy for the river that better meets the needs of
all river users. The SOR began in early 1990, prior
to the filing of petitions for endangered status for
several salmon species under the Endangered
Species Act.

The comprehensive review of Columbia River
operations encompassed by the SOR was prompted
by the need for Federal decisions to (1) develop a
coordinated system operating strategy (SOS) for
managing the multiple uses of the system into the
21st century; (2) provide interested parties with a
continuing and increased long-term role in system
planning (Columbia River Regional Forum); (3)
renegotiate and renew the Pacific Northwest Coor
dination Agreement (PNCA), a contractual arrange
ment among the region's major hydroelectric-gen
erating utilities and affected Federal agencies to
provide for coordinated power generation on the
Columbia River system; and (4) renew or develop
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new Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
(contracts that divide Canada's share of Columbia
River Treaty downstream power benefits and obliga
tions among three participating public utility districts
and BPA). The review provides the environmental
analysis required by the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).

This technical appendix addresses only the effects of
alternative system operating strategies for managing
the Columbia River system. The environmental
impact statement (EIS) itself and some of the other
appendices present analyses of the alternative
approaches to the other three decisions considered
as part of the SOR.

WHO IS CONDUCTING THE SOR?

The SOR is a joint project of Reclamation, the
Corps, and BPA-the three agencies that share
responsibility and legal authority for managing the
Federal Columbia River System. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Park Ser
vice (NPS), as agencies with both jurisdiction and
expertise with regard to some aspects of the SOR,
are cooperating agencies. They contribute informa
tion.canalysis, and recommendations where appropri
ate. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) was also a
cooperating agency, but asked to be removed from
that role in 1994 after assessing its role and the press
of other activities.

HOW IS THE SOR BEING CONDUCTED?

The system operating strategies analyzed in the SOR
could have significant environmental impacts. The
study team developed a three-stage process-scop
ing, screening, and full-scale analysis of the strate
gies-to address the many issues relevant to the
SOR.

At the core of the analysis are 10 work groups. The
work groups include members of the lead and coop
erating agencies, state and local government agen
cies, representatives of Indian tribes, and members
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of the public. Each of these work groups has a
single river lise (resource) to consider.

Early in the process during the screening phase, the
10 work groups were asked to develop an alternative
for project and system operations that would provide
the greatest benefit to their river use, and one or
more alternatives that, while not ideal, would pro
vide an acceptable environment for their river use.
Some groups responded with alternatives that were
evaluated in this early phase and, to some extent,
influenced the alternatives evaluated in the Draft
and Final EIS. Additional alternatives came from
scoping for the SOR and from other institutional
sources within the region. The screening analysis
studied 90 system operation alternatives.

Other work groups were subsequently formed to
provide projectwide analysis, such as economics,
river operation simulation, and public involvement.

The three-phase analysis process is described
briefly below.

• Scoping/Pilot Study-After holding public
meetings in 14 cities around the region, and
coordinating with local, state, and Federal
agencies and Indian tribes, the lead agencies
established the geographic and jurisdictional
scope of the study and defined the issues that
would drive the EIS. The geographic area
for the study is the Columbia River Basin
(Figure P-1). The jurisdictional scope of
the SOR encompasses the 14 Federal proj
ects on the Columbia and lower Snake Rivers
that are operated by the Corps and Reclama
tion and coordinated for hydropower under
the PNCA.BPA markets the power pro
duced at these facilities. A pilot study ex
amining three alternatives in four river re
source areas was completed to test the deci
sion analysis method proposed for use in the
SOR.

• Screening-Work groups, involving regional
experts and Federal agency staff, were
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created for 10 resource areas and several
support functions. The work groups devel
oped computer screening models and applied
them to the 90 alternatives identified during
screening. They compared the impacts to a
baseline operating year-1992-and ranked
each alternative according to its impact on
their resource or river use. The lead agen
cies reviewed the results with the public in a
series of regional meetings in September
1992.

• Full- Scale Analysis-Based on public com
ment received on the screening results, the
study team sorted, categorized, and blended
the alternatives into seven basic types of
operating strategies. These alternative
strategies, which have multiple options, were
then subjected to detailed impact analysis.
1\venty-one possible options were evaluated.
Results and tradeoffs for each resource or
river use were discussed in separate technical
appendices and summarized in the Draft
EIS. Public review and comment on the
Draft EIS was conducted during the summer
and fall of 1994. The lead agencies adjusted
the alternatives based on the comments,
eliminating a few options and substituting
new options, and reevaluated them during
the past 8 months. Results are summarized
in the Final EIS.

Alternatives for the Pacific Northwest Coordination
Agreement (PNCA), the Columbia River Regional
Forum (Forum), and the Canadian Entitlement
Allocation Agreements (CEAA) did not use the
three-stage process described above. The environ
mental impacts from the PNCA and CEAA were not
significant and there were no anticipated impacts
from the Regional Forum. The procedures used to
analyze alternatives for these actions are described
in their respective technical appendices.

For detailed information on alternatives presented
in the Draft EIS, refer to that document and its
appendices.
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WHAT SOS ALTERNATIVES ARE CONSIDERED
IN THE FINAL EIS?

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (SOS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the seven
SOSs contained several options bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. Based on
review of the Draft EIS and corresponding adjust
ments, the agencies have identified 7 operating
strategies that are evaluated in this Final EIS.
Accounting for options, a total of 13 alternatives is
now under consideration. Six of the alternatives
remain unchanged from the specific options consid
ered in the Draft EIS. One is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have been dropped,
the numbering of the final SOSs are not consecutive.
There is on~ new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives, which is labeled SOS 9 and re
places the SOS 7 category. This category of alterna
tives arose as a consequence of litigation on the
1993 Biological Opinion and ESA Consultation for
1995.

The 13 system operating strategies for the Federal
Columbia River system that are analyzed for the
Final EIS are:

SOS la Pre Salmon Summit Operation represents
operations as they existed from around 1983 through
the 1990-91 operating year, prior to the ESA listing
of three species of salmon as endangered or threat
ened.

SOS Ib Optimum Load - Following Operation
represents operations as they existed prior to
changes resulting from the Regional Act. It attempts
to optimize the load-following capability of the
system within certain constraints of reservoir opera
tion.

SOS 2c Current Operation/No-Action Alternative
represents an operation consistent with that speci
fied in the Corps of Engineers' 1993 Supplemental
EIS. It is similar to system operation that occurred

in 1992 after three species of salmon were listed
under ESA.

SOS 2d [New] 1994-98 Biological Opinion repre
sents the 1994-98 Biological Opinion operation that
includes up to 4 MAF flow augmentation on the
Columbia, flow targets at McNary and Lower Gran
ite, specific volume releases from Dworshak, Brown
lee, and the Upper Snake, meeting sturgeon flows 3
out of 10 years, and operating lower Snake projects
at MOP and John Day at MIP.

SOS 4c [Rev.] Stable Storage Operation with Modi
fied Grand Coulee Flood Control attempts to
achieve specific monthly elevation targets year round
that improve the environmental conditions at stor
age projects for recreation, resident fish, and wild
life. Integrated Rules Curves (IRCs) at Libby and
Hungry Horse are applied.

SOS 5b Natural River Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near river bed
levels for four and one - half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period, by
assuming new low level outlets are constructed at
each project.

SOS 5c [New] Permanent Natural River Operation
operates the four lower Snake River projects to near
river bed levels year round.

SOS 6b Fixed Drawdown Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near spillway
crest levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period.

SOS 6d Lower Granite Drawdown Operation draws
down Lower Granite project only to near spillway
crest level for four and one-half months.

SOS 9a [New] Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
includes flow targets at The Dalles based on the
previous year's end-of-year storage content,
specific volumes of releases for the Snake River, the
drawdown of Lower Snake River projects to near
spillway crest level for four and one-half months,
specified spill percentages, and no fish transporta
tion.
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Power

Recreation

Resident Fish

Economic and Social Impacts

Canadian Entitlement Allocation
Agreements

Columbia River Regional Forum

Pacific Northwest Coordination Agree
ment

Q.

R.

Soils, Geology, and Groundwater

M. Water Quality

N. Wildlife

O.

p.

1.

J.

K.

L.

S. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coor
dination Act Report

T. Comments and Responses

Each appendix presents a detailed description of the
work group's analysis of alternatives, from the
scoping process through full-scale analysis. Several
appendices address specific SOR functions
(e.g., River Operation Simulation), rather than
individual resources, or the institutional alternatives
(e.g., PNCA) being considered within the SOR. The
technical appendices provide the basis for develop
ing and analyzing alternative system operating
strategies in the EIS. The EIS presents an inte
grated review of the vast wealth of information
contained in the appendices, with a focus on key
issues and impacts. In addition, the three agencies
have prepared a brief summary of the EIS to high
light issues critical to decision makers and the
public.

There are many interrelationships among the differ
ent resources and river uses, and some of the appen
dices provide supporting data for analyses presented
in other appendices. This Air Quality Appendix
relies on supporting data contained in Appendices
G, J, L, and M. For complete coverage of all aspects
of land use, readers may wish to review all five
appendices in concert.

F. Irrigation/Municipal and Industrial
Water Supply

G. Land Use and Development

H. Navigation

This technical appendix is 1 of 20 prepared for the
SOR. They are:

A. River Operation Simulation

B. Air Quality

C. Anadromous Fish & Juvenile Fish
Transportation

D. Cultural Resources

E. Flood Control

WHAT DO THE TECHNICAL APPENDICES
COVER?

SOS 9b [New] Adaptive Management establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite based on
runoff forecasts, with specific volumes of releases to
meet Lower Granite flow targets and specific spill
percentages at run -of-river projects.

SOS 9c [New] Balanced Impacts Operation draws
down the four lower Snake River projects near
spillwaycrest levels for two and one-half months
during the spring salmon migration period. Refill
begins after July 15. This alternative also provides
1994-98 Biological Opinion flow augmentation,
integrated rule curve operation at Libby and Hungry
Horse, a reduced flow target at Lower Granite due
to drawdown, winter drawup at Albeni Falls, and
spill to achieve no higher than 120 percent daily
average for total dissolved gas.

SOS PA Preferred Alternative represents the opera
tion proposed by NMFS and USFWS in their Bio
logical Opinions for 1995 and future years; this SOS
operates the storage projects to meet flood control
rule curves in the fall and winter in order to meet
spring and summer flow targets for Lower Granite
and McNary, and includes summer draft limits for
the storage projects.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND PROCESS

1

This appendix consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1
describes the air quality issues that were raised in the
System Operation Review (SOR) scoping process and
provides an overview of the study process used to
evaluate air quality effects from various system
operation alternatives. Chapter 2 describes the
Federal, state, and local programs that regulate air
quality and discusses the air quality standards that
are relevant to the analysis. It also gives an overview
of the limatology of the region and the existing air
quality in the Columbia River Basin, including areas
of non-attainment for relevant air quality stan
dards. Chapter 3 presents the methods this study
uses for the analysis of air quality and for the
evaluation of human health effects from air
pollutants. Chapter 4 provides the study results for
the System Operating Strategy (SOS) alternatives
and potential mitigation measures. Chapter 5
compares impacts on air quality and human health
across alternatives, and discusses mitigation
measures and cumulative effects. Chapters 6, 7, and
8 contain the list of preparers, glossary, and
references, respectively. Technical exhibits
supporting the analysis are also included.

1.1 ISSUES RAISED IN SCOPING

Section 1.1 describes the air quality issues that were
raised in the scoping process for the SOR. Some of
these issues were identified by members of the public
during the scoping meetings at the beginning of the
process or through subsequent public involvement.
The SOR lead agencies also defined air quality
issues, based primarily on pertinent aspects of air
quality regulatory programs.

1.1.1 Public Concerns

Public scoping comments relating to air quality
addressed the indirect air quality impacts associated
with potential changes in hydropower generation.
The SOR agencies received many comments stating .

that the environmental impacts of replacement
power sources must be considered if the SOR
operation alternatives included actions that would
reduce the generating capability of the hydro system.
The available replacement power sources include
technologies such as thermal power plants that
produce air emissions and could adversely affect air
quality. Most of these comments generally addressed
the concept of the environmental tradeoffs of
alternate power sources, but some specifically stated
that air quality should be included in the EIS.

Air quality associated with reservoir operation was not
specifically identified as an area of concern during
the public scoping process for the SOR. In the
relatively recent past, however, the operating agencies
have on occasion gotten complaints about dust
associated with normal operation of the storage
reservoirs. For example, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) received public comment and
Congressional inquiry about the levels of dust
generated during recent annual drawdown periods at
Lake Koocanusa (Libby Dam). Such comments note
that dust can be blown off dry banks that are exposed
when the reservoir is drafted. Review of this
situation and similar reports from other project areas
indicates that the primary public concern is over the
nuisance effects of fugitive (blowing) dust on people
living or recreating near the reservoirs. Based on
this input, the SOR agencies identified blowing dust
as an air quality issue to be investigated in the SOR.

1.1.2 Agency Concerns

In addition to the public concerns related to
nuisance effects of fugitive dust, SOR agency and
contractor staff identified three other areas of
concern regarding potential air quality impacts in
the Columbia River Basin. First, windblown
sediments from the reservoirs could cause excee
dances of air quality standards for particulate matter
or for chemicals in the sediments. Federal, state,
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and local agencies are responsible for assuring
compliance with ambient air quality standards within
the region. They are responsible for implementing
programs that maintain air quality for particulate
matter smaller than 10 microns in diameter (PM1O)
and for responding to public complaints about air
quality. Additional guidance on air quality issues
relating to the chemical makeup of particulate
matter is provided by air toxics regulations
established by some states in the region.

Second, adverse health effects could occur if people
are exposed to high levels of particulate matter or
airborne chemicals. PM10 is the portion of particulate
matter that is small enough to enter the lungs and be
absorbed into the bloodstream. If people are
exposed to high levels of PM10, they may experience
respiratory illnesses. In addition, chemicals that are
attached to the particulate matter can also be
inhaled and may lead to health problems.

The third concern is related to the potential impacts
on air quality that could result from chemical
emissions from coal-fired or other thermal power
plants. Thermal plants might have to increase their
energy production to compensate for the loss of
hydroelectric power from the Columbia River system
when flows are decreased.

The additional air pollution that would result from
increased use of thermal power plants must be
considered when evaluating the alternatives.
Investigation of this issue requires identification of
the type and location of likely replacement power
sources and the time of year when this energy might
be needed. The amount of replacement energy
required, and therefore the degree of impact on air
quality, would vary for each SOS alternative.

1.1 .3 Review of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement

The Draft EIS, issued in July 1994, was reviewed by
Federal and state air quality agencies. Comments
on the Draft EIS focused on two primary issues.
First, some agency comments stated that the emis
sion factors and modeling results presented in the
Draft EIS were not sufficiently supported by techni
cal data, and that the uncertainties and limitations
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of the analysis were understated. Second, reviewers
believed that the Draft EIS did not rely on available
air quality data and did not adequately characterize
the air quality of the Columbia River basin, includ
ing the existing non-attainment areas and other
local air quality problems. Other concerns raised in
the Draft EIS comments included classifyingwind
blown dust as a non-anthropogenic problem, and
the increase in traffic-related air emissions
associated with the SOS alternatives that call for
drawing down the lower Snake River projects. For
these alternatives materials hauled by river barges
would have to be shifted to trucks, increasing the
amount of traffic-related emissions.

The Final EIS has addressed the agency concerns
regarding the air quality analysis. The Final EIS
characterizes the air quality of the Columbia River
Basin with monitoring data from the region. The
location of project reservoirs relative to PM non
attainment areas is discussed. The relationship
between emissions from exposed lake sediments and
measured PM10 concentrations is currently under
study and will not be available until late 1996. The
generic emission factors and air dispersion modeling
presented in the Draft EIS has been replaced by
emission estimates for all of the SOS alternatives for
three projects (Lower Granite, libby, and John
Day). These emission estimates follow EPA recom
mended methodologies. Representative emissions
for the three projects were modeled to predict
maximum PM10 concentrations and to demonstrate
how the concentrations diminish with distance from
the emitting source. The health risk analysis
presented in the Final EIS has been revised to rely
less on the original modeling results. And finally,
the Final EIS includes more background details
regarding the process of wind erosion.

During the preparation of the Final EIS, the Coeur
d'Alene Tribe provided some review comments that
expressed concern over air quality issues and ad
dressed specific aspects of the impact issues pre
viously identified. The Tribe's concerns included the
potential health hazards from chemical contaminants
that may be present in blowing reservoir sediments,
monitoring and testing efforts related to blowing
dust and its constituents, exposure of recreationists
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near reservoirs to blowing dust, and effects on tribes
adjacent to the reservoirs. The SOR agencies
believe that some of these concerns were adequately
addressed in the Draft EIS documentation for air
quality, and have added material at several locations
in Appendix B to clarify or highlight other concerns
raised by the Coeur d'Alene Tribe.

1.2 STUDY PROCESS

Air quality is not one of the major resource uses of
the Columbia River System. Instead, there can be
several types of air quality consequences as a result
of the way the system is operated. The SOR scoping
input touched on some of these air quality conse
quences, but did not suggest that air quality was a
major public concern for the SOR. Therefore, the
SOR lead agencies did not establish a work group
assigned to address air quality.

The study process for air quality consequently
differed from that for most of the SOR resource or
functional topics. Air quality is one of several
subject areas for which the SOR National Environ
mental Policy Act (NEPA) Action Group had general
responsibility. This functional work group was
staffed by NEPA compliance specialists from the
three Federal agencies, and operated with support
from private contractors for technical and editorial
services. Because the Federal agencies have limited
air quality expertise, the air quality appendix was
prepared by a contractor (Foster Wheeler Environ-

1

mental, formerly Enserch Environmental) under the
direction of the SOR NEPA Action Group.

Technical study and report production activities for air
quality were all conducted during the full-scale
analysis phase of the process. Air quality was not one
of the resources addressed in the pilot study, nor was
it evaluated in the screening analysis. As indicated
previously, the agencies received some public input
concerning air quality during the scoping phase of
the SOR. The scope for air quality was defined
further by SOR and contractor staff during the
full-scale analysis phase. Subsequent key activities
included data collection; characterization of existing
air quality conditions and regulatory considerations;
review and evaluation of the hydroregulation results;
assessment of the public health effects associated
with system operations; and comparison and
evaluation of the alternatives. Additional detail on
this process and the associated study methods is
provided in Chapter 3 of the appendix.

The nature of the air quality issues required little
coordination among work groups. External inputs to
the air quality studies from other SOR elements
consisted primarily of the hydroregulation results
from the River Operation Simulation Experts
(ROSE), power generation consequences from the
Power Work Group, and data on contaminant
concentrations in sediment from the Water Quality
Work Group. No SOR work groups were dependent
upon air quality results as inputs to their analyses.
Contractor activities on the air quality studies were
coordinated through the SOR NEPA Action Group.
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CHAPTER 2

AIR QUALITY IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN TODAY

2

This chapter describes the affected environment for
air quality. Section 2.1 summarizes Federal, state,
and local air quality programs and identifies the air
quality standards that pertain to the SOR. Section
2.2 provides an overview of existing air quality in the
basin. Section 2.3 addresses climatic factors that are
relevant to the air quality analysis.

2.1 AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT

The Federal Clean Air Act requires the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set
ambient air quality standards to protect the public
health and welfare. Standards to protect public
health (primary standards) must provide for the
most sensitive individuals and allow a margin of
safety, without regard to the cost of achieving the
standards. When a health standard does not protect
public property or resources (public welfare), a
secondary standard may be established which is
more restrictive than the primary standard, but
which takes into account other factors including cost
and technical feasibility to achieve the standard.

Primary and secondary standards have been
established for particulate matter which can be
respired by humans (PMlO)' These standards were
established several years ago and replaced Federal
standards which measured total (both large and
small) suspended particulate matter (TSP). When
the Federal government stopped regulating TSp,
several states maintained the old standards, in part
to address nuisance dust problems.

The reservoirs of the Columbia River system are
exposed to urban/industrial water pollution from
sources throughout the basin. Chemical contami
nants accumulate in river and reservoir sediments
and can be transported with dust particles when the

sediments are exposed. Exposure to windblown dust,
therefore, is potentially a health hazard.

EPA has delegated several air quality regulatory
responsibilities to state and local agencies. Delegation
of air quality regulatory responsibilities depends on
EPA approval of each state's implementation plan (SIP)
for attainment and maintenance of the national
standards under Section 110 of the Clean Air Act,
and for satisfying the requirements of Part D, Title 1
of the Clean Air Act. SIPs for Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, and Montana have been approved. The
responsibilities of the state and local agencies, as
outlined in the Federal regulations, includes enforce
ment of the National and State Ambient Air Quality
Standards (MQS, listed in Thble 2-1), including
those for particulate matter (PM) and respirable
particulate matter (PMlO). The SIPs follow the
national regulations in focusing attention on mitigation
of urban dust problems from industrial activity.
Consequently, natural windblown dust is not specifical
ly regulated in any of the four states' SIPs.

The Oregon SIP contains general regulations
regarding fugitive dust, contained in the Oregon Air
Pollution Rules 340-21-050 to 340-21-060:

No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit
any materials to be handled, transported, or
stored; or a building, its appurtenances, or a
road to be used, constructed, altered, repaired,
or demolished; or any equipment to be
operated, without taking reasonable
precautions to prevent particulate matter
from becoming airborne.

This requirement is followed by a list of-reasonable
precautions, including water or other chemical
application for dust suppression, or full or partial
enclosure. There is no direct reference in the
Oregon SIP to natural windblown dust.
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Table 2-1. Ambient Air Quality Standards
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Nationalat

Pollutant Primary Secondary Idahob! Montanac! Oregondl Washingtone!

Particulate Matter (PM10) (f.tg/m3)

Annual Arithmetic Average 50 50 50 50 50 50
24-hour Average1! 150 150 150 150 150 150

Carbon Monoxide (ppm)

8-hour Average 9 9 9 9 9
1-hour Average 35 35 35 35

Total Suspended Particulates (f.tg/m3)

Annual Geometric Average 60 60

24-hour Average 150 150

Ozone (ppm)

1-hour Average2J• 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Sulfur Dioxide (ppm)

Annual Average 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.02

24-hour Average 0.14 0.14 0.5 0.5 0.10

3-hour Average 0.50 0.5
1-hour Average3! 0.25

1-hour Average 0.5 0.40

Lead (f.tg/m3)

Calendar Quarter Average 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Nitrogen Dioxide (ppm)

Annual Average 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.05 0.053 0.05

1-hour Average 0.30
at 40 CFR Part 50
b! IDAPA 16.01 .01.577
c! ARM 18.8.811, .815-.817, .820, .821
dI OAR 340-31-015 through -040
e! WAC 173-470, -474, -475

Sources:

Notes:

ppm = parts per million

f.tg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter

Annual standards never to be exceeded, shorter-term standards not to be exceeded more than once per
year unless noted.

1/ Standard attained when expected number of days per year with a 24-hour concentration above 150
f.tg/m3 is less than or equal to one.

21 Standard attained when expected number of days per year with an hourly average above 0.12 ppm is
less than or equal to one.

3/ Not to be exceeded more than twice in 7 days.
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The Washington SIp, which lists tilled land as an
example of an originator of fugitive dust, requires in
WAC 173-400-040 that:

The owner or operator of any emission unit
engaging in materials handling, construction,
demolition, or any other operation which is
a source of fugitive emission:

a) If located in an attainment area and not
impacting any non-attainment area, shall
take reasonable precautions to prevent the
release of air contaminants from the
operation.

b) If the emissions unit has been identified
as a significant contributor to the nonattain
ment status of a designated nonattainment
area, shall be required to use best available
control technology (BACT) to control
emissions of the contaminants for which
nonattainment has been designated.

However, the Washington Particle Fallout Standards
(WAC 173-470-110) makes allowances for measured
ambient particle fallout rates "in recognition of
natural dust in areas of the state," allowing
background levels to be considered.

The Idaho SIP only contains general rules for
control of fugitive dust focused mainly on industrial
operations (01.01252). The SIP requires that:

All reasonable precautions shall be taken to
prevent particulate matter from becoming
airborne. In determining what is reasonable,
consideration will be given to factors such as
the proximity of dust emitting operations to
human habitations and/or activities and
atmospheric conditions which might affect
the movement of particulate matter.

This requirement is followed by a list of reasonable
precautions, including water or other chemical
application for dust suppression, or full or partial
enclosure. There is no direct reference in the Idaho
SIP to natural windblown dust.

2

The Montana SIP contains emissions standards for
particulate matter in subchapter 14, section
16.8.1401, stating that:

No person shall cause or authorize the
production, handling, transportation, or
storage of any material unless reasonable
precautions to control emissions of airborne
particulate matter are taken.

However, this section specifically states that the
regulations do not apply to fugitive particulate
emissions originating from any activity or equipment
associated with the use of agricultural land.

Each SIP requires "reasonable precautions" for
fugitive dust. Therefore, by considering reasonable
methods of dust suppression for the proposed
alternatives, the plan will be in compliance with each
state's SIP. Possible mitigation methods are
discussed in Section 5.3 of this appendix.

The National AAQS for PMlOis 50 micrograms per
cubic meter (!!g/m3) of air on an annual basis and
150 !!g/m3 on a 24-hour averaging time. These are
primary standards which EPA believes are stringent
enough to protect public welfare also.

State and local regulatory responsibilities also
include protecting human health from toxic air
pollutants. The standards for toxic air pollution vary
by state. The States of Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington have individualized toxic air pollution
regulations and the State of Montana has not yet
developed regulations. The Washington Department
of Ecology (WDOE) Toxic Air Pollutants Regula
tions were adopted in June 1991. These regulations
represent more than two years of research, planning,
and consultation on controlling air pollution from
more than 500 toxic or cancer-causing chemicals.
The purpose of the WDOE rule is to protect the
public from exposure to unhealthful levels of toxic
and cancer-causing emissions from new industrial
sources. Although this rule does not apply directly
to the windblown dust under consideration here, as
explained later, it can be used as a means of
comparison.
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Local air pollution control programs for particulate
matter include restrictions on woodsmoke, open
burning, and industrial operations. Complaints of
windblown dust are reported to local authorities,
who in turn will investigate potential mitigation
measures and impacts to human health. Windblown
dust is one component of fugitive emissions, which
are emissions from sources other than industrial
vents and stacks. Fugitive dust sources are difficult
to limit because they are not localized, are subject to
extreme changes in character with weather, and are
generally not under human control. As such,
mitigation measures may be extremely difficult to
identify, and naturally occurring fugitive dust sources
are a low priority for air pollution control agencies.

2.2 OVERVIEW OF EXISTING AIR QUALITY

Industrial operations, woodsmoke, road dust, and
windblown dust from disturbed surfaces (such as
fields) are the primary sources of fugitive dust in the
atmosphere, both nationally and in the Columbia
River Basin. Industrial emissions are the primary
source of toxic air pollution. Further discussion of
specific local industries and other pollution sources
is found in Section 5.2.

2.2.1 Nonattainment Areas

The air quality in the Columbia River Basin generally
continues to meet AAQS. Nevertheless, there are
nonattainment areas in which air pollution concentra
tions do not comply with one or more portions of
the AAQS. While several urban areas in the region
have nonattainment status for carbon monoxide, the
most common types of entries on the nonattainment
area list involve PMlO.

PMlO nonattainment areas within the Columbia
River Basin include the Sandpoint, Boise, and
Pocatello areas, as well as Shoshone County in
Idaho; the Libby, Whitefish-Columbia Falls,
Thompson Falls, Ronan - Polson, Missoula, and
Butte areas in Montana; the Eugene-Springfield,
Oakridge, and La Grande areas in Oregon; and the
Yakima, Walla Walla, and Spokane areas in Washing
ton. Figure 2-1 shows the PMlO nonattainment
areas in the Columbia River Basin. Sandpoint,
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Idaho is the only PM10 nonattainment area near an
SOR reservoir. Several TSP nonattainment areas
are also located in the Columbia River basin. TSP
nonattainment areas include Lewiston, Boise, Poca
tello, and Soda Springs areas in Idaho; the White
fish-Columbia Falls, Missoula, Helena, and Butte
areas in Montana; the Portland, and Eugene
Springfield areas in Oregon; and the Longview,
Vancouver, Clarkston, and Spokane areas in Wash
ington. The Clarkston and Lewiston TSP nonattain
ment areas are adjacent to the eastern end of Lower
Granite Reservoir.

As indicated by this list, many of the PMlOnonat
tainment areas are cities or larger towns that are not
located on the Columbia River or its tributaries.
Many of the nonattainment areas have industries
that emit particulate matter. Another common
problem is wood smoke that builds up to dangerous
ly high levels during periods of inversions. Through
out the Columbia River Basin windblown dust has
been identified as an air quality problem. The air
quality problem in the Pendelton area is associated
with windblown dust from dryland farming. In the
La Grande area wood smoke and windblown dust
contribute to the air quality problems. The air
quality problem in the Richland-Kennewick-Pasco
area is probably related to windblown dust. The
Spokane area experiences high PM10 concentrations
originating from roads, wood stoves, industries, and
blowing dust. Blowing dust and wood smoke are
responsible for the air quality problems in many of
the nonattainment areas in Idaho and Montana.

The air quality in any particular location will be a
consequence of a number of factors, including the
type, duration: and timing of local and regional
emissions, and meteorological and topographic
influences. Air quality problems frequently are a
combination of industrial emissions, wood smoke,
and windblown dust.

Particulate sources within the basin include area
sources, such as dirt or gravel roads and plowed
fields, wood smoke, and industrial point sources
(manufacturing plants). The area sources produce
blowing dust, while typical manufacturing plant
emissions include soot and fine wood particles.
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Number of PMlO Monitoring Stations

21

88

32

37

Montana

Oregon

Washington

Ambient measurements of air pollutant concentra
tions may help to characterize the air quality of the
Columbia River Basin. State and local air pollution
control authorities in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and
Washington routinely measure PM10 concentrations.
Unfortunately, many of these measurements are
conducted at locations which are at some distance
from the SOR reservoirs, or are in areas where
known air quality problems exist. However, the
measurements can be used as an indication of the
magnitude of maximum PM10 concentrations in the
areas where the reservoirs are located. The source
of the PM10 measurements and the methods used to
estimate PM10 concentrations near the reservoirs are
presented in this section.

Ambient PMlO concentrations are measured
throughout the Columbia River drainage basin. The
number of PMlO monitoring stations operated
during 1994 are as follows:

State

Idaho

Thermal power plants commonly emit particulates,
sulfur dioxide (S02), and nitrogen oxides (NOx), and
create carbon dioxide (C02) as a by-product of the
combustion process. Air quality is a particular
concern around these generating plants, and more
stringent emission controls are required for existing
facilities and new projects in these affected areas.
Boardman, Oregon and Centralia, Washington, the
locations of existing major coal-fired power plants in
the region, are not listed as nonattainment areas for
the above pollutants (BPA,.1993). All recent
additions to Pacific Northwest thermal plant capacity
have been natural gas-fired combustion turbines.
These plants use the least-polluting carbon fuel in
highly efficient engines, in which chemical emissions
can be effectively controlled. Consequently, for
combustion turbines the primary environmental
concerns related to air quality are water use 'and
visible steam plumes.

.' 2.2.2 Air Quality Monitoring Data

Annual total suspended particulate readings at
Pasco, Washington (based on a 12-month moving
geometric mean concentration) ranged from 45 to 65
Ilg/m3 during the mid-1980s and in some years
exceeded the Washington State annual standard of
60 Ilg/m3 (Reclamation, 1989). Over the same
period, there were from 2 to 4 days per year on
which particulate concentrations exceeded the 150
Ilg/m3 standard for a 24-hour period.

While the above conditions and measurements apply
specifically to eastern Washington and the Pasco
area, respectively, they are likely to be representa
tive of all or most of the reservoirs covered by the
SOR. There are extensive agricultural areas around
or near the reservoirs on the middle and lower
Snake River and the upper, middle, and lower
Columbia River. Parts of Lake Koocanusa are
adjacent to concentrations of agricultural land.
Hungry Horse, Lake Pend OreiJIe, and Dworshak
are the primary SOR cases in which significant
agricultural areas are not located in the immediate
vicinity of the reservoir.

Area sources are far more important than
point sources because of the prevalence of
wind erosion. Wind erosion is greatest
during the spring and fall, when high winds
and dry soil conditions create dust storms of
varying severity. Highway and road closings are
sometimes necessary because of reduced
visibility. The severity of dust storms is
exacerbated by dryland agricultural practices,
which expose the soil during spring cultiva-
tion and fall harvesting,

Similar conditions for particulate emissions apply to
the SOR study area. Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) (1989) reported the following
characterization for eastern Washington:

Throughout the arid and semi-arid portions of the
western states, the primary cause of dust emissions is
wind erosion. This type of erosion is usually
associated with dryland farming, but can also be
produced by irrigated agriculture and nonagricultur
al sources (such as exposed reservoir shorelines).
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Some of these stations, such as those located in
central and eastern Montana, southern Oregon, and
northwestern Washington, are not located in the
Columbia River Basin and were not included in this
data review.

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS)
data base is the repository for 'ambient air pollution
data. The AIRS data base, maintained by EPA,
includes PMlO data for the Pacific Northwest for the
last several years. The AIRS data base was searched
for PMlO data from 1992 through 1994 (EPA, 1995).
From the data base, the four highest 24-hour
concentrations, and the annual average PMlO
concentrations for the last 3 years were obtained for
each monitoring station. From this subset the
maximum 24-hour and annual average PMlOcon
centrations were obtained for each station. These
concentrations may be considered representative of
the maximum PMlOvalues that occurred during the
last several years. The maximum PM10 concentra
tions in the region are presented in Thble 2-2.

Concentrations presented in Table 2-2 that are
greater than the 24-hour PMlOAmbient Air Quality

2

Standard (AAQS, 150 ~g/m3) don't necessarily
indicate an exceedance of the AAQS. The 24-hour
PM10 AAQS is a concentration that may not be
exceeded more than once a year. The 24-hour
concentrations in Thble 2-2 are the highest con
centrations from a 3-year period, 1992 through 1994
and are intended to indicate the magnitude of the
PM10 concentrations that are possible at each of the
monitoring stations.

Large concentrations measured in areas of known
air quality problems are usually a consequence of a
number of sources of emissions. It is possible to
identify industrial emissions, wood smoke, or wind
blown dust as contributing to the high concentra
tions. But it is very difficult to identify specific
sources of any of the components. The regions
where the reservoirs are located ar.e also subject to
windblown dust problems. It will be extremely
difficult to distinguish the difference between dust
originating from agricultural lands, dirt or gravel
roads, or exposed shorelines, when measured by the
existing PM10 monitoring stations.

Table 2-2. Maximum PM10 Concentrations in the Columbia River Basin, 1992-1994

Maximum PM10 Concentration

State County City or Town
(~g/m3)

24-Hour Annual

Idaho Ada Boise 113 40.8

Bannock Pocatello 232 52.7

Bonner Sandpoint 199 40.2

Bonneville Idaho Falls 145 35.4

Caribou Soda Springs 153 31.6

Kootenai Coeur d'Alene 135 40.0

Post Falls 592 59.9

Lemhi Salmon 150 44.7

Lewis Kamiah 162 40.1

Nez Perce Lewiston 106 42.9

Shoshone Pinehurst 149 44.1
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Table 2-2.
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Maximum PM10 Concentrations in the Columbia River Basin, 1992-1994 - CONT

Maximum PM10 Concentration

State County City or Town
(Jlg/m3)

24-Hour Annual

Montana Flathead Columbia Falls 113 36.0

Kalispell 122 31.5

Whitefish 333 51.2

Lewis and Clark Helena 133 34.7

Lincoln Libby 120 40.5

Troy 90 27.5

Missoula Missoula 121 32.2

Ravalli Hamilton 92 32.4

Sanders Thompson Falls 149 33.8

Silver Bow Butte 132 29.4

Oregon Clackamas Cams 43 16.0

Deschutes Bend 142 48.4

Lane Cottage Grove 109 26.6

Eugene 126 43.2

Oakridge 178 47.3

Springfield 75 27.6

Multnomah Portland 103 34.4

Umatilla Pendleton 333 42.2

Union La Grande 148 33.6

Washington Adams Othello 109 32.3

Asotin Clarkston 148 39.6

Benton Kennewick 155 28.2

Chelan Wenatchee 361 25.2

Clark Vancouver 85 22.5

Cowlitz Longview 84 25.1

Spokane Millwood 123 37.1

Turnbull Slough 146 17.7

Spokane 803 46.0

Walla Walla Walla Walla 101 28.8

Wallula Junction 195 38.4

Yakima Yakima 147 38.0
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2.3 CLIMATIC FACTORS

Climatic conditions throughout the basin are diverse,
but there is a common characteristic of relatively
warm, dry summers and cooler, wetter winters
(Jackson and Kimerling, 1993). The Cascade Range
has a major influence on subregional climatic
variations. Western Oregon and Washington have a
mild and wet coastal climate, with only occasional
temperature extremes. East of the Cascades in
these states, the summer months are hot and dry and
most of the annual precipitation falls during the
winter in the form of snow.

Northern Idaho and western Montana receive some
moderating influence from Pacific air masses, but
more generally reflect a continental pattern of
greater temperature extremes. The plateau areas in
the interior of the basin are characterized by large
seasonal temperature differences, low precipitation,
and relatively less cloud cover. Valley bottoms along
the Columbia and Snake Rivers record some of the
highest summer temperatures in the region, although
they tend to stay slightly warmer than surrounding
upland areas in the winter.

Most of the reservoirs evaluated in the SOR are
within the interior plateau climatic subregion of the
basin. The remainder are generally in areas of
mountain influence on local climate. Precipitation is
typically concentrated in the late fall, winter, and
early spring, with more arid conditions prevailing
from late spring through the summer. At The
Dalles, for example, precipitation averages 19.7
inches (500 mm) annually and over 2 inches (50 mm)
per month from October through February;
precipitation from May through July is negligible.
The reservoirs on the middle and lower Snake River
and the lower Columbia River generally have
measurable precipitation from 90 to 120 days per
year, compared to 120 to 150 days or more for
reservoirs in the mountain areas (Jackson and
Kimerling, 1993).

2

Air quality at specific locations within the basin is
heavily influenced by wind conditions, which in turn
reflect both prevailing regional or subregional
patterns and local topographic factors. The
prevailing wind direction in southeastern Washing
ton, for example, is from the southwest in both
winter and summer. In the Hells Canyon area of the
Snake River, winds are typically from the south in
January and from the north or northwest in July.
Average wind speeds throughout the basin are
generally in the range of 7 to 8 miles per hour (11 to
13 km/hr), Some locations have considerably higher
wind speeds. Winds blowing through the Columbia
Gorge, which is widely known for strong winds,
average 10 miles per hour (16 km/hr) in both
January and July (Jackson and Kimerling, 1993).

Table 2-3 lists primary wind directions and average
wind speeds for selected local meteorological
monitoring stations, and the SOR reservoirs for
which they are considered to be representative.
Wind roses for weather stations at Kalispell,
Spokane, and Yakima are primary wind directions
and average wind speeds included as Figure 2-2.
The wind roses indicate a high frequency of
occurrence of wind speeds, leading to a significant
potential for windblown dust, if soil or sediments are
exposed. Much of the interior plateau area near the
Columbia and Snake Rivers is dominated by
fine-grained loessal soils that are particularly
susceptible to wind erosion (Jackson and Kimerling,
1993). Winter weather conditions in these areas
often produce strong winds flowing across the
plateau.

Apart from the prevailing larger-scale wind
influences, local winds in the reservoir areas are
typically channeled parallel to the shoreline by the
river valleys. Local topography in the Columbia
Gorge and elsewhere also can act as a funnel that
increases wind speeds. A daily cycle of changing
up-valley and down-valley local wind directions can
be common, particularly at the reservoirs in
mountain areas.
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Table 2-3. Wind Direction and Speeds for Selected Monitoring Stations

Air Quality Appendix

Maximum
Primary Average Speed Speeds

Location Direction (milelhr)a1 (mile/hr)a1 Reference SOR Reservoirs

Kalispell S 6.5 69 Libby (Lake Koocanusa)
Hungry Horse

Spokane SSW 8.9 62 Albeni Falls (Lake Pend Oreille)
Grand Coulee (Lake Roosevelt)
Dworshak
Lower Snake River Projects

Yakima W 7.1 69 McNary, John Day

Sources: Jackson and Kimerling, 1993.

NOAA,1990

a/ 1 mile/hr = 1.609 krnlhr.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY METHODS

3

Chapter 3 presents the methods used to address the
air quality issues identified in Chapter 1. These
include direct and indirect potential air quality
impacts.

Wind generated dust originating from dry reservoir
sediments could be a problem in areas where the
ambient PMlO concentrations are already high.
Blowing dust resulting from exposed sediments
would also be a nuisance problem to recreationists
and residences. Air pollutant concentrations are
measured throughout the Columbia River Basin,
particularly in areas of known air quality problems.
Site-specific atmospheric emissions data and reser
voir-related PMlO concentrations are not available.
As an alternative, a method for predicting the
amount of particulate matter (PM) emitted during
high wind events is presented (Section 3.1). Exam
ples of PMlO emissions and concentrations are
presented for several of the projects. Contaminants
attached to blowing dust may present a health
problem. Human health problems associated with
elevated air pollutant concentrations are also dis
cussed in Section 3.1.

There are several indirect air quality impacts
associated with the SOR alternatives. Reduced
hydropower generation would require that replace
ment power be purchased or generated. Replacing
this power would result in atmospheric emissions
from thermal power plants. Chemical emissions
from thermal power plants were addressed in detail
by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) in
the recent Resource Programs Environmental Im
pact Statement (EIS) (BPA, 1993). The study
methods for assessing these indirect impacts are
presented in Section 3.2

3.1 FUGITIVE DUST

The Corps, in the past, has received public com
ments regarding fugitive particulate matter

associated with drawdowns of Lake Koocanusa.
Residents of Eureka, about 8 miles (13 km) east of
the reservoir, believe that the exposed reservoir
shoreline significantly contributes to blowing dust
problems in Eureka. In response to this concern,
the Corps is conducting a geotechnical survey in an
attempt to better understand the dust problem.
Real-time meteorological and PMlO monitoring is
being conducted at several sites in the area. The
study will attempt to link PMlO concentrations with
the area of exposed shoreline. The 2-year study
will be completed in early 1996 (personal commu
nication, C. Bloom, Corps of Engineers, Seattle
District, Seattle, Washington, April 26, 1995). The
Corps program at Libby is currently the only active
air quality monitoring effort associated with the
Federal reservoirs included in the SOR.

Without the advantage of on-site data, it is difficult
to estimate the magnitude of PMlO and TSP con
centrations expected to result from blowing reservoir
sediments. PM concentrations are a function of
many variables that are not clearly understood at
this time. Among the factors that contribute to
blowing dust are the amount of shoreline exposed,
the amount of fine material in the sediments, the
moisture content of the sediments, the frequency of
winds strong enough to lift erodible particles, and
the roughness of the exposed surface (a smooth
surface versus one impregnated with rocks or other
obstacles).

To gain some understanding of the nature of the
blowing dust problem, examples of PMlO emission
calculations for several reservoirs are presented
below. These examples use, wherever possible,
information relevant to the area where the project is
located, and discuss the representativeness and
limitations of the data.
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3.1.1 PM10 Emission Calculations

Wind- generated erosion is dependent upon the
amount of erodible material present, the roughness
of the surface, the surface wind speed, and the
frequency with which the surface is disturbed.
Particulate emission rates will rapidly decrease as the
erodible material is removed from the surface. If
the surface remains undisturbed, the amount of
erodible material is limited. EPA has developed a
method to predict the amount of particulate matter
emitted during a wind erosion event. The methodol
ogy is presented below.

The amount of material removed from a surface is a
function of the difference between the wind velocity
at the surface and the velocity required to erode the
surface, and may be expressed as the following
(EPA, 1990):

EF = k * (58 (u' - u't>2 + 25 (u' - u't»

where EF = emission factor, in glm

k = dimentionless aerodynamic particle
size multiplier

u' = frictional velocity, in m/sec

u't = threshold frictional velocity, in m/sec

The above expression is valid for dry exposed mate
rials with limited erosion potential. For total emis
sions k is equal to 1. For particles with aerodynamic
diameters less than 10 micrometers (PMlO), k is
equal to 0.5 (EPA, 1990). The frictional velocity is
derived from observations of the fastest mile. The
emissions expression assumes that the largest wind
event between surface disturbances removes all
available erodible material. If the surface is dis
turbed again, additional material becomes available
for erosion by the next high-speed wind event.

The frictional velocity is a measure of the wind
stress on the erodible surface. The threshold fric
tional velocity represents the wind shear necessary to
begin to move the erodible surface particles. If the
frictional velocity exceeds the threshold frictional
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velocity, wind erosion will occur. The frictional
velocity is a function of the material being eroded.
For silty clay soils, typical of the material that may
be found in sediments, the threshold frictional
velocity is 0.64 m/sec (Gillette, 1988). Because of
the absence of site-specific data, this velocity will
be assumed to be representative of dry, uncrusted
reservoir sediments throughout the Columbia Basin.

Mean atmospheric winds are not sufficient to sustain
wind erosion. However, wind gusts may quickly
deplete a substantial portion of the material available
for erosion. The meteorological variable which best
reflects the magnitude of the wind gust is the fastest
mile. This quantity represents the wind speed corre
sponding to an entire mile of wind movement which
passes the measuring location in the least amount of
time. Historical measurements of the fastest mile
are available in annual climatological summaries for
Kalispell, Spokane, and Yakima (Technical Exhibit
A). These data, for the months when the reservoirs
would be drafted, represent maximum sustained wind
speeds that the dry sediments would experience.
Sustained high speed wind events on the order of
1 hour may also be an important mechanism for
transporting large amounts of dry lake sediments.
The meteorological data base used to develop the
wind roses (Figure 2-1) was scanned to determine
the highest and 99.9th percentile wind speeds for the
Kalispell, Spokane, and Yakima stations. The 99.9th
percentile wind represents a wind speed exceeded
for only 9 hours per year.

Generally, the reservoirs would be drafted during
specific periods of the year (Figure 3-1). The
maximum potential for fugitive dust, for each alter
native, would be during the months when each
reservoir is at its lowest level. Water surface eleva
tions would be different for each alternative. PMlO
emissions were estimated for all alternatives for the
three projects investigated, Lower Granite, Libby,
and John Day. The emission estimates used wind
data representative of the periods when the water
surface elevation will be at its lowest level. The
most common drawdown periods for each project
are presented in 'Iable 3-1, along with wind data
used for those periods (see 'Iechnical Exhibit A).
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Some alternatives have different periods when the
water level will be lowest, and the different exposure
might result in a higher or lower wind speeds. SOS 5b
would draw Lower Granite down to natural river for
April through August and represents the largest PM
emission rate for this project. Emissions for SOS 5c,
year round natural river, would initially resemble
those of SOS 5b until the sediments were stabilized.

Wind speeds recorded at some height above the
surface must be converted to frictional velocities.
Wind speed will decrease logarithmically with
decreasing height because of frictional effects. A
wind speed may be converted from a value at the
measurement height to a reference height of 10 m
by using the following expression:

ulO = uz * [ In(1O/0.002) / In(z/0.OO2) ]

Air Quality Appendix

where z is the measurement height (see Table 3-1,
NOAA, 1990) and 0.002 is the assumed roughness
height (m).

PM10 emissions were estimated for all alternatives
for the Lower Granite, Libby and John Day projects.
Each alternative was evaluated for three different
wind conditions representing the 99.9th percentile
and maximum 1-hour wind speed, and the fastest
mile. For the John Day project the 99.9th percentile
wind speed for many of the alternatives was slightly
below the threshold frictional velocity. The wind
speed for these cases was increased ttl produce a
small non-negative emission rate.

PM10 emissions on a unit area basis are a function of
wind speed. Total emissions depend on the amount
of exposed area which, in turn, is a function of the
surface elevation of each reservoir. The relationship
between surface elevation and area of the reservoir

Table 3-1. Wind Data used for Emission Estimates

Location Kalispell Spokane Yakima

Project Libby Lower Granite John Day

Measurement Height (m) 6.07 6.07 10.1

Lowest surface elevations

Starting Month March April May

Ending Month April August August

Fastest Mile

(m/sec) 23.2 23.2 21.0

(mph) 52 52 47

Highest 1-hour Wind Speed

(m/sec) 14.4 18.0 17.5

(mph) 32.2 40.3 39.1

99.9th Percentile Wind Speed

(m/sec) 12.1 13.0 12.1

(mph) 26.8 29.1 26.8
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was developed as part of the input data require
ments of the hydroregulation modeling. Reservoir
area by surface elevations are presented for Lower
Granite, Libby, and John Day in Figure 3-2. The
difference in reservoir areas for changing surface
elevation is equal to the amount of exposed lake
sediments. The area of the exposed sediments
divided by the length of the shoreline is equal to the
width of the exposed sediments. Shoreline lengths
for the Lower Granite, Libby, and John Day projects
are 102.0, 60.4, and 245.9 km, respectively (63.4,
224.0, and 152.8 miles).

Predicted PMlO emission rates, in units of kg/km, are
presented for each alternative, for three projects, and
for three different wind conditions, are presented in
Figure 3-3. TSP emission rates are equal to twice
the PM10 emission rates. Lower Granite emissions
for SOS 5c would be identical to SOS 5b emissions
until the exposed sediments were vegetated or washed
away by rains. The emission rates equal to values
between the 99.9th percentile and maximum 1-hour
wind speeds could be expected to occur every 5 years.
Emission rates as high as predicted using the fastest
mile wind speed are possible, but would occur
infrequently.

It may be somewhat difficult to put these emission
rates into perspective. Following the EPA (1990)
guidance, a 30-ton (27,216 kg), fully- loaded,
lO-wheel dump truck traveling 30 mph (48 km/h) on a
gravel road will generate 44 kglkm of PMlO emissions.
Using the 99.9th percentile wind speeds for the
Lower Granite project, only four alternatives (SOSs
6b, 6d, 9a, and 9c) result in emissions greater than
the dump truck example. All of the alternatives for
the Libby project result in PMlO emissions greater
than the dump truck example. Small changes in
surface elevation result in large areas of exposed
sediments at Libby. For the John Day project only
two alternatives (SOSs 9a and 9c) are predicted to
result in PMlO emission greater than the dump truck
example, for the 99.9th percentile wind speed.

During March 1992, Lower Granite Reservoir was
drafted from the minimum operating pool elevation of
733 feet (223.4 m) to an elevation of 697 feet (212.4 m)
(Wik et aI, 1993). During this exercise a substantial

3

area of shoreline was exposed. The test drawdown
elevations resemble the SOS 9c operation. Therefore,
emissions during the 1992 drawdown test might be
expected to resemble those predicted for SOS 9c (with
calls for drawdown to occur during March through
May; the 1992 drawdown test occurred only during
March). At the level of greatest drawdown the aver
age width of the exposed sediments was 96 m (315 ft).
PM 10 emissions for the drawdown test, following the
methodology presented above and assuming a
maximum I-hour wind speed of 16.5 m/sec, were
571 kglkm. However, emissions of this predicted
magnitude probably did not occur. The elevation of
the reservoir had fallen from 733 feet (223.4 m) to
697 feet (212.4 m) by March 19, the time of the
maximum amount of exposed shoreline. The highest
wind speeds during the test occurred when the
reservoir was being refilled (NOAA, 1992). At the
time of the highest winds the reservoir was at an
elevatiori of about 719 feet (219.2 m), creating an
average width of exposed sediment of about 33.2 m
(109 ft). Using the emission factor derived above, the
emission rate for this wind event was about 76.3 kg
per kilometer of shore (270.9 pounds per mile). Also,
the sediments probably were not dry. Both Lewiston
and Spokane recorded precipitation on the day before
and the day of the highest winds during March 1992
(Technical Exhibit B).

Emission calculations incorporate a number of
assumptions which are intended to result in conserva
tive emission estimates. Many of the assumptions
may produce unrealistically large emissions estimates.
Thble 3-2 presents the assumptions incorporated into
the emissions estimates and points out the limitations
of the assumptions. Other data used in the emission
calculations, such as the representativeness of the
wind data, will limit the accuracy of the estimates.

The Hells Canyon Environmental Investigation
presented a PMlO emission estimate for the Brownlee
Reservoir (BPA, 1985). This estimate, 4.22E-8
g/m-sec2 (0.35 lbs/acre-day) is four to five orders
of magnitude smaller than the emissions presented
above for the Lower Granite, Libby, and John Day
reservoirs. The Brownlee estimate used methods that
predated EPA's fugitive dust emission estimate
methodology.
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Table 3-2. Assumptions and Limitations in Emission Rate Calculations
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Assumptions Limitations

The source of the emissions is uncrusted and dry. A crust will form on the exposed sediments as they

dry. Unless the crust is disturbed emissions will be

limited.

The sediments dry immediately following drafting. The sediments may not completely dry for some

time. This is especially true for Libby, which would

be drafted during March and April. Although only

July and October are dryer than March and April at

Kalispell, temperatures during these months tem-

peratures are low and sub-freezing conditions are

common.

A single wind event will remove all available erod- In reality, previous wind events of lesser intensity
ible material. will remove some of the material. Later, more in-

tense wind events will remove additional material.

The wind completely removes erodible material Because the reservoirs follow major valleys, the

from the beach area. winds probably blow parallel to the shoreline. In

this case, the winds will simply transport the sedi-

ment fines down the beach. This material will be-

come available for erosion during the next large

wind event.

The emitting surface is smooth and unobstructed. Areas of rocky lake bottom exist in many places in

the reservoirs. Vegetation probably covers much of

the shallow water areas. Rain run-off and water

draining from the exposed sediments will create

rivulets in the sediments.

The beach is of uniform width and slope. The bottom slope varies from place to place along

the reservoir banks, resulting in an uneven beach

width.

Successive inundations will replenish material that It is likely that only areas where large amounts of

will be available for wind erosion following drafting. sediments have accumulated will, after the sedi-

ments have dried, be subject to wind erosion. High-

er areas along the beach that are under water for

only short periods will not accumulate enough sedi-

ments to result in significant amounts of dust emis-
sions.
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3.1.2 Estimated PM10 Concentrations

Windblown dust is transported and diluted by the
wind. PM10 emissions from the exposed shoreline
areas were modeled using a standard Gaussian disper
sion model and representative meteorological condi
tions to predict ambient concentrations during the
high winds that produced the emissions presented in
Section 3.1.1. The methods used to model dust
emissions from the Lower Granite, Libby, and John
Day reservoir shorelines are presented in this section.

This exercise used the ISCSTI model, which is
appropriate for modeling area sources of non-reac
tive pollutants (EPA, 1986). The model inputs
included emissions, meteorological, receptor, and
source data. The most common emission rate for all
of the alternatives was modeled for each of the three
projects investigated (see Figure 3-3). The emissions
data used in the modeling is presented in Table 3-3.
All emissions are assumed to take place during a
1-hour period. The modeling assumed that plumes
of particulate matter are not subject to any vertical
motion resulting from buoyancy or momentum. The
plumes will stay ground based and will follow the local
terrain. The effects of terrain were ignored in the
modeling.

The width of the exposed sediments was determined
from the change in surface elevation and the length of
the shoreline (Section 3.1.1). The shoreline area was
divided into a number of adjacent square area sources
extending several kilometers in both directions from a

Table 3-3. Modeling Input Data
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central location. Receptors were placed in a straight
line perpendicular to the shoreline and spaced every
50 m out to a distance of 5 km (Figure 3-4).

The modeling requires wind speed and direction as
input data. The maximum 1-hour wind speed for
the period when emissions can be expected was used
(Table 3-3). Because the winds were high a D
(neutral) stability class was assumed (EPA, 1987).
Unlimited mixing was also assumed for the analysis.
The wind direction expected for the high wind speed
events cannot be determined. Therefore, several
wind directions were investigated. The ISCSTI
model was run for a wind perpendicular to the shore
and nearly parallel to the shore (Figure 3-4). The
perpendicular winds will produce the largest con
centrations at some distance from the shore area.
The nearly parallel winds will result in maximum
near-shore concentrations.

PMlO emissions resulting from Lower Granite, Libby,
and John Day shoreline wind erosion were modeled
using the ISCSTI model, representative meteorology,
and a straight shoreline configuration. PMlO con
centrations as a function of distance from the shore
were predicted for several wind angles. The emission
calculations and modeling are representative of a
single event with an assumed duration of one hour.
The model predictions were converted to 24-hour and
annual average concentrations by multiplying by 1/24
and 1/8760, respectively. The predicted PMlOcon
centrations are presented in Chapter 4.

Project sass Represented Width of Beach Wind Speed PM10 Emission
Area (m) (m/sec) Rate (glm2- sec)

Lower Granite 6b,6d,9a,9c 71.9 18.0 0.00242

Libby la,lb,2c,2d 225.1 14.4 0.000828

5b,5c,6b,6d

John Day 5b,5c,6b 119.4 17.5 0.00166

6d,9a,9c
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3.1.3 Human Health Concerns

3.1.3.1 Exposure Assessment

When reservoir sediments are exposed through
drafting, chemicals in those sediments can become
airborne. Nearby populations can be exposed to
potential health risks by inhaling fine particles.
Sediment sampling data are maintained in EPA's
STORET database, a national water quality data
base in which agency and private data can be cata
logued. Other sources of sediment data include
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory studies of
Lower Granite Reservoir sediments (Pinza et aI.,
1992; Crecelius and Gurtisen, 1985; Crecelius and

. Cotter, 1986). These databases were reviewed to
identify chemicals for potential air quality and
human health risks. The review indicated that
sediment sampling data for the SOR reservoirs were
limited. (In addition, the SOR agencies are aware
of no chemical testing data that would pertain to
deposition of metals or other chemicals on lands
adjacent to the reservoirs.) Lake Roosevelt and
Lower Granite were the only reservoirs for which
sediment sampling data were both available and
indicated a potential for high airborne concentra
tions, when compared to the Washington State
Acceptable Source Impact Levels (ASIL).

The ASIL is the air concentration below which there
is no significant health effect. For carcinogenic
(cancer-causing) chemicals, the ASIL is an annual
average concentration in the air that would increase
a person's cancer risk by 1 in 1 million over a life
time, based on inhalation assumptions from EPA's
Region 10 Supplemental Risk Assessment Guide
lines for Superfunds (EPA, 1991). The ASIL for
carcinogens is an annual average because cancer
risks occur as a result of chronic or long-term
exposure. ASILs for chemicals that do not cause
cancer are based on a threshold concentration below
which no adverse health effects occurred in either
animal or human studies. ASILs for these chemicals
are based on a 24-hour average concentration,
because their health effects occur over an acute or
short-term exposure period.

3

The limited sediment data available for the SOR
reservoirs precluded a specific and comprehensive
evaluation of the potential human health concerns
associated with fugitive dust from the reservoirs that
might contain hazardous chemicals. Although
airborne concentrations of hazardous and toxic
chemicals were not estimated, it may be concluded
that the potential exists for air concentrations great
er than ASILs, especially in the upper reaches of
Lower Granite Reservoir and Lake Roosevelt.
Based on the sediment concentrations of these
chemicals, there are several pollutants of concern,
including arsenic and iron. The evaluation did not
investigate whether the sediments would actually be
exposed. A detailed analysis of wind-generated
emissions and concentrations of hazardous and toxic
air pollutants would require site-specific data,
including sediment concentrations of the pollutants
of concern in the areas where they will become
exposed, the grain size distribution of the sediments,
the volatility of the pollutant versus the potential
that the pollutant will remain attached to sediment
particles, an evaluation of the smoothness of the
exposed sediment surface to determine the rough
ness height, and representative meteorological data
to conduct the dispersion analysis. These data are
not currently available. If sediment concentrations
of contaminants were large enough, and if the
sediments were exposed during drafting, then high
speed wind events could result in relatively high air
concentrations of these contaminants and pose a
potential risk to the health of lake-side residents
and of recreationists. The potential for high air
borne contaminant concentrations exists for the
Lower Granite Reservoir and Lake Roosevelt, and
possibly other reservoirs, under certain SOS alterna
tives. The populations at risk and the consequences
of exposure are presented below.

3.1.3.2 Potentially Exposed Populations

The two general population groups most likely to be
exposed to dust from reservoir sediments are nearby
residents and recreationists. In addition, in
recognition of the Federal government's trust
responsibility to Indian tribes, the air quality studies
considered the potential for adverse effects on tribal
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populations living near the affected reservoirs. The
residential exposure evaluation is protective of
workers at the projects because worker exposures
are assumed to be of shorter duration (8 hours a
day) than exposures of residents (24 hours a day).
Therefore, worker exposures were not evaluated
separately.

Resident Populations

Most of the areas surrounding the affected
reservoirs are sparsely populated. Lower Granite is
one of the few reservoirs that has large population
centers on its shoreline. The towns of Lewiston,
Idaho, and Clarkston, Washington, are at the upper
end of the reservoir and have a combined popula
tion of approximately 40,000. The remainder of the
shoreline is essentially unpopulated.

The shores of Lake Roosevelt are dotted with several
small towns, all with populations under 2,000. The
total population of the towns around Lake Roosevelt
is estimated to be less than 10,000.

Hungry Horse Reservoir has no resident population,
as it is surrounded by undeveloped national forest
lands and the nearest towns (Hungry Horse and
Martin City) are 3 to 5 miles (5 to 8 km) away.
Similarly, the U.S. portion of Lake Koocanusa is in
the Kootenai National Forest and the Canadian
portion abuts lands that are also largely undevel
oped. The only towns on the reservoir are Rexford,
Montana (population 130) and Newgate and
Wardner, British Columbia.

The shoreline of Brownlee Reservoir is mostly
undeveloped and has limited access. Weiser, Idaho
(population 4,571) and Richland, Oregon (popula
tion 181) are the only towns near the reservoir.
Dworshak Reservoir is surrounded by undeveloped
forest lands. The small town of Ahsahka, Idaho, is
the closest population center and is approximately
2 miles (3.2 km) from the dam.

Recreationist Population

Outdoor recreation is a common land use at the
reservoirs evaluated in the SOR. Recreational activities
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at the reservoirs are varied and include boating,
swimming, fishing, picnicking, camping, sightseeing,
and hiking or walking. The seasonality of recreational
use is an important consideration in analyzing exposure
to blowing dust associated with reservoir operations.
Recreational use occurs year-round but peaks from late
spring through early fall. Much of the recreation use
during the spring can be directly attributed to the
opening of fishing season.

During the summer, the storage projects are generally
refilled and held as high as possible to promote and
support recreation use. The peak recreation season
is from Memorial Day to Labor Day.

Each reservoir has a slightly different visitor usage
and characteristics, which are reported in detail in
Appendix J, Recreation. Table 3-4 is a summary of
baseline annual recreation use for the projects that
could experience significant shoreline exposure.

Tribal Populations

The potential for Indian tribal populations to be
exposed to blowing reservoir sediments would be
greatest where Indian reservations are located near
or adjacent to reservoirs that could have significant
shoreline exposure as a result of one or more SOSs.
As discussed previously, significant shoreline
exposure could occur at the storage reservoirs, the
lower Snake River reservoirs, or John Day (see
Table 3-4). Tho of the 14 Indian reservations
within the SOR study area are located adjacent to
reservoirs in this category; the Spokane and Colville
Reservations are both located adjacent to Lake
Roosevelt. The combined resident population of
these two reservations in 1990 was approximately
8,500 people (Public Sector Information, Inc., 1994).

3.1.3.3 Routes of Human Exposure

An exposure route is a way in which people can be
exposed to chemicals from a particular source.
Exposure routes depend upon the land uses at or
near the reservoir and the ways in which the sediments
could be transported through the environment. As
discussed in Section 3.1.3.2, land uses at the subject
reservoirs are primarily residential or recreational.
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Table 3-4. Baseline Annual Recreation Use at Affected Reservoirs

Reservoir Average Annual Use (in recreation days)

Lake Koocanusa 175,000

Hungry Horse 79,000

Lake Roosevelt 1,805,000

Brownlee 279,000

Dworshak 210,000

Lower Granite 1,530,000

Little Goose 243,000

Lower Monumental 140,000

Ice Harbor 482,000

John Day 2,381,000

3

Sediment transportation through the environment
can occur when sediments are exposed to air and are
then blown by the wind. Recreationists were
assumed to be at the reservoir shoreline, which was
the point of maximum exposure to windblown
sediments.

Exposure to windblown particulate matter and
chemical contaminants is.most likely to occur by
inhalation. Although it is conceivable that exposure
could occur by ingestion of or by skin contact with
windblown dust, these routes were considered to be
relatively unimportant compared to inhalation and
were not evaluated.

3.1.3.4 Health Risk Factors

The evaluation of risks to public health associated
with exposure to the chemicals of concern involves
combining information about the relative amount of
exposure that would occur under each alternative
with information on the toxic effects of each of the
chemicals of concern. This section describes the
toxic effects of the chemicals of concern identified
through the screening process. It first defines
carcinogenic (cancer) and noncarcinogenic
(noncancer) effects and describes EPA's system for
classification of carcinogenic chemicals. The toxic
effects of each of the chemicals of concern are then
examined.

It is important to note that the following sections
describe health effects in general terms and under a
variety of situations for the chemicals under
evaluation. It does not indicate that these effects
are now occurring or are likely to occur under the
conditions present or possible at the reservoirs.

3.1.3.5 General Characterization of Toxic
Effects

Carcinogenic Effects

Carcinogens are chemicals that are known or
suspected to cause cancer in animals or humans.
In evaluating toxicities associated with carcinogens,
EPA uses a weight-of-evidence classification which is
assigned to the chemical based on the extent to
which the chemical is thought or known to be a
human or animal carcinogen (EPA, 1989). This
classification system is based on evidence from
animal studies and from studies of humans exposed
to the chemical (usually though their occupation).
The weight-of-evidence classification system is
defined as follows:

• Group A, Human Carcinogen: Sufficient
evidence to support a causal link between
chemical exposure and cancer in humans

• Group B, Probable Human Carcinogen:
B1 - Limited evidence of carcinogenicity in
humans; B2 - Sufficient evidence of carcino-
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genicity in animals, with inadequate or no
evidence in humans

• Group C, Possible Human Carcinogen:
Limited evidence of carcinogenicity in
animals, and inadequate or no human data

• Group D, Not Classifiable as to Human
Carcinogenicity: Inadequate or no evidence
of carcinogenicity

• Group E, Evidence of Noncarcinogenicity in
Humans: No evidence of carcinogenicity in
adequate human or animal studies

Noncarcinogenic Effects

Dust and chemicals that are inhaled can cause direct
toxic effects in the lungs or they can be absorbed
through the lungs into the bloodstream and have
effects on other organs. Effects that last hours to days
are considered short-term while effects that last weeks
to years are considered long-term. Direct effects on
the lungs can be short-term, such as cough and
allergic responses (i.e., asthma), or they can be
long-term, such as chronic bronchitis (characterized
by daily cough and phlegm production that continues
for weeks or years). Indirect effects are usually
long-term and include skin disease, nerve damage,
and kidney damage.

3.1.3.6 Toxic Effects of Specific Chemicals of
Concern

Particulate Matter

Particulate matter is the term that is used to de
scribe substances that exist as discrete particles over
a wide range of sizes. It includes liquid droplets and
solids that come from gaseous emissions and from
windblown dust. The portion of total suspended
particulates (TSP) that is of most concern for human
health is the portion with diameters less than 10 J.l,
known as PMlO. Particles greater than 10 J.l are
removed in the nasal passages, whereas those less
than 10 J.l enter the lungs and can be absorbed into
the bloodstream (EPA, 1986). The particle itself
may cause a tissue reaction (such as pollens that
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cause an allergic reaction) or it may act as a carrier
for toxins (such as heavy metals). In general, there
is a greater health risk from exposure to chemicals in
the form of fine particles in inhaled air than from
ingestion (Lambert et al., 1992).

Particulate matter can cause acute (immediate)
respiratory symptoms and may lead to chronic
(long-term) lung damage. Acute effects include
allergic reactions and irritant effects. Pollens, fungi,
and metals such as chromium and beryllium can
cause allergic reactions, including the spasm and
swelling of airways known as asthma. Respiratory
symptoms such as cough and phlegm production can
occur from the irritant effects of particulates.
Chronic effects include cancer from some chemicals
that are inhaled as particulates and lung damage
that can occur from repeated episodes of asthma or
bronchitis brought on by exposure to particulates.
Respiratory illness in childhood has been reported as
a risk factor for the development of respiratory
diseases in adulthood (Samet et aI, 1983).

Several population groups are at increased risk from
PMlObecause of problems with their lung defense
mechanisms (Lambert et aI, 1992). Infants are at
increased risk because their lung defense systems are
immature, while the elderly are at increased risk
because their lung function is reduced and their
defense systems are impaired.. Patients with asthma
are at risk because their airways are very sensitive to
particulates, and patients with emphysema or chron
ic bronchitis are at risk because of their reduced
lung function. Smokers have both impaired defenses
and underlying lung damage.

It is difficult to separate the effects of particulates
from those of other pollutants because they almost
always occur together. However, a study in Utah
Valley found that there were increased hospitaliza
tions of children for respiratory illnesses when PM10

was high but other pollutant concentrations were low
(Pope, 1991). Another study found that children
had a higher risk of developing cough and bronchitis
when particulate levels were high, even when partic
ulate levels were below the current 24-hour air
quality standard of 150 J.lglm3 (Dockery et aI., 1989).
However, this study did not find changes in the
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children's lung function measurements associated
with the PMlO levels.

There is no clear threshold for adverse health effects
from PM lO (EPA, 1986). EPA has concluded that
long-term effects are not likely to occur from long
term exposure at levels under 80 ltg/m3 (annual
average). Based on these findings, EPA set a
24-hour PMlO standard of 150 ltg/m3 and an annual
standard of 50 Itg/ma.

Arsenic

Arsenic is a component of manufactured metal
alloys, electrical devices, glass, wood preservatives,
agricultural chemicals, and is also used as a
therapeutic agent. The element is distributed widely
in natural soils; typical concentrations found in U.S.
soils have been between 1 and about 30 mg/kg
(Kabata-Pendias and Pendias, 1987). Most arsenic
releases to the environment occur as byproducts of
metal smelting and refining activities.

Arsenic is readily absorbed via the oral and
inhalation routes. The EPA (1984) assumes that, on
the average, 70 to 80 percent of arsenic inhaled is
absorbed in the respiratory tract. Skin absorption is
not significant (EPA, 1984).

Acute exposure of humans to high levels of arsenic
has been associated with gastrointestinal effects,
nerve damage, and effects on the blood system.
Long-term exposure of humans to arsenic can
produce toxic effects on the nervous system, skin
damage, and damage to heart and blood vessels
(EPA, 1984).

Arsenic is classified as a known human carcinogen
(Group A) by EPA. Studies of workers in smelters
and in plants manufacturing arsenic-based pesticides
have shown that inhalation of arsenic is strongly
associated with lung cancer and perhaps with some
liver tumors (EPA, 1984). The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) has set a limit
of 10 ltg/m3 for arsenic in workplace air. This
standard is designed to protect workers who are
exposed to arsenic dust for 8 hours a day. Ingestion
of arsenic (such as by populations consuming
drinking water with high arsenic concentrations) has
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been linked to a form of skin cancer and more
recently to bladder, liver, and lung cancers
(Tseng et aI., 1968; Chen et aI., 1986).

Iron

Iron is distributed throughout the environment in
soils. It is commonly used in industrial processes
including mining, iron, and steel manufacturing,
and arc welding. It is also one of the most
frequently used medical therapeutic agents.
Although iron is an essential human nutrient, it
can have toxic effects at high doses.

Effects that occur after ingestion of an overdose of
iron include intestinal damage, bleeding abnormali
ties, and liver damage. Health problems that
occur after long-term exposure to iron include liver
damage, diabetes, and heart damage (Goyer, 1986).

Most inhalation exposures occur in miners or
workers in metal industries. These exposures may
cause iron particles to become deposited in lungs
and can lead to scarring and damage. Dose levels
that cause this type of scarring are in the range of
10,000 ltg/m3 (Goyer, 1986). Iron is not considered
a carcinogen.

3.2 INDIRECT AIR QUALITY IMPACTS

Many of the SOS alternatives would result in a
decrease in the amount of hydroelectric power
generated by the Columbia River system. The
SOR Power Work Group determined that electricity
would have to be purchased from existing sources,
or new generating resources would have to be devel
oped to replace the lost generation (see Appendix I
for a detailed discussion of generating impacts and
replacement power responses). Either type of power
supply response would have indirect effects on air
quality through emissions from thermal power
sources. Purchasing replacement power would
involve utilities from the Pacific Northwest, Canada,
or California. Each of these regions has a different
generating resource mix that includes thermal power
to some degree, and that would involve a varying
potential for air quality impacts. Acquiring new
resources in the Pacific Northwest would also likely
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involve thermal power; natural gas-fired cogenera
tion or combustion turbine power plants have ac
counted for all or nearly all of the recent additions
to the power generating capacity of the Pacific
Northwest.

One of the consequences of generating electricity
from thermal power sources is air emissions. Air
pollutant emissions vary considerably for different
thermal power technologies. Air quality impacts
from various electric power sources were discussed
in detail in the Resource Program EIS (BPA, 1993).
BPA's recent Business Plan EIS also includes esti
mates of emissions from a mix of combustion
technologies which are summarized below (BPA,
1995).

The evaluation of emissions from thermal power
sources makes use of the different resources avail
able in the Pacific Northwest. The SOR Power

Table 3-5. Air Pollutant Emission Factors
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Work Group assumed that all of the lost power
would be replaced by new natural gas-fired combus
tion turbines, existing combustion turbines, existing
coal-fired power plants, and by purchasing power.
About 230 MW of power from cogeneration facili
ties is assumed for all alternatives. Additional
replacement power is assumed to come from existing
combustion turbines and, if needed, coal-fired
plants. Additional power, if required, would be
purchased from sources outside the region.

Total emissions for criteria air pollutants were esti
mated for each SOS alternative using the emission
factors presented in Thble 3-5. The emission
factors presented in Thble3-5 are for controlled
emissions. Although C02 is not a regulated air
pollutant, emissions for this pollutant have been
included because of global warming concerns. The
emission estimates for the SOS alternatives are
presented in Section 4.4.

Emission Factors by Combustion Technology (metric tons per average Megawatt)

Existing Existing

Pollutant New Combustion Combustion Coal-Fired Power Purchase

Turbines Turbines Plants

S02 0.01 0.03 8.63 0.03

NOx 0.42 5.27 21.56 5.27

CO 0.61 2.02 1.53 2.02

Particulate Matter 0.15 0.03 1.30 0.03

CO2 3,313 3,542 8,843 3,542
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CHAPTER 4

ALTERNATIVES AND THEIR IMPACTS

4

Chapter 4 describes the results of the air qual ity
impact analysis for the SOS alternatives. Section 4.1
provides a summary of the alternatives. Predicted
PM 10 concentrations resulting from the emission
rates developed in Section 3.1 are presented in
Section 4.2. Human heahh concerns regarding
elevated PMIO concentrations are presented in
Section 4.3. Finally, pote ntial indirect impacts due
to chemical emissions from thermal plants are
summarized in Section 4.4.

4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
ALTERNATIVES

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (50S)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the 7
SOSS conta ined several options. bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. This Final
EIS also evaluat es 7 operating stra tegies. with a
total of 13 alternatives now under consideration
when accounting for opti ons. Section 4.1 of this
chapter describes the 13 alternatives and provides
the rationale for including these alternatives in the
Final EIS. Operating elements for each alternative
are summarized in Table 4-1. La ter sections of this
chapter de scribe the effects of the se alternatives on
air quality .

The 13 final alternatives represent the results of the
third analysis and review phase complet ed since
SO R began. In 1992, the agencies completed an
initial effort . known as "Screening" which identified
90 possible alternatives. Simulated ope ration for
each alternative was completed for five water year
condition s ranging from dry to wet years, impacts to
each river use area were estimated using simplified
analysis techniques, and the results were compared
to deve lop 10 "candidate SOSs." The candidate
SOSs were the subject of a series of public meetings
held throughout the Pacific Northwest in September

1992. After reviewing public comment on the can df.
date strategies, the SOR agencies furth er reduced
the number of sass to seven. These seven SOSs
were evaluated in more deta il by performing
50-year hydroregulat ion model simulations and by
det ermining river use impacts. Th e impact analysis
was completed by the SOR workgroups. Each SOS
had several options so. in total, 21 alternatives were
evaluated and compared. The results were pres
ented in the Draft EIS, published in July, 1994. As
was done after Scree ning, broad pub lic review and
comment was sought on the Draft EIS. A series of
nine public meet ings was held in September and
October 1994. and a formal comment period on the
Draft EIS was held open for over 4 112 months .
Following this last process. the SOR agencies have
again reviewed the Jist of altemetives and have
selected 13 alternatives for considera tion and pre
sentation in the Final EIS.

Six options for the alterna tives rema in unchanged
from the specific options considered in the Draft
EIS. One option (SOS 4c) is a revision to a pre 
viously considered alternative, and the rest repre sent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of s ass and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alterna tives have been dropped,
the final s a ss are not numbered consecutively.
There is one new SOS category. Settle ment
Discussion Alternatives. which is labeled 50S 9
(see Section 4.1.6 for discussion).

The 13 alternatives have bee n evaluated through the
use of a computerized model known as HYDRO
SIM. Developed by BPA, HYDROSIM is a hydro
regulation model that simulates the coordinated
operation of all projects in the Columbia River
system. It is a monthly mode l with 14 total time
periods. April and August are split into two periods
each, beca use major changes can occu r in stream
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Table 4-1. SOS Allernalive-1

Summary ot 50S

Air Qz~Q/ily Appendix.

50S 1 50S 2 50 S 4
Pre-ESA Operation Current Operat ions Stable Storll ge Project

Operation

SOS 1 IBprO$8nl.S system opetalKlnS
before changes wore m9de as Q , .

IIUII ~ the ESA Ii6tin'il .ol'Ihf_ Snake
RIver Nlmonstoc:ks . 80S ,. r• •
__.operadons from 1983ltvough
lhe 1~1 oper8b'lg yeaI,ln!l~

encad bV Northwesl:~ Ad; 50S
, b feptM«ltI """" the ayaern woUd
gper* WCho!A Ihe WI!IIef Budge!
.-ld ,eWed~ to '*"""
.-..:lrornoue Ish. Snort·\8tm 01*'.
lions would be cooductecllo meet
power detnWlds wh~8 NIlillylng
noopowef requifemenl l .

Actions by ProJect

80S 2 relleels opafallon a1lt1e sys
tem w.h ltlt. rim !low impravemenl
measurM in leliJlOme to the ES A
Ulmon ISlI"Ig5. It is consl51er1l wllh
the 1992-93 OJ*atior"e desc:rmd In
theCorJ!'l'l993 lrttlfim CoUntq,
and Snake RrverFlew IrnproYelTlert
M8alU8S S~ ElS. 80S
2c fllp--" the operatirtg decision
made ... 1-..1 ~ lI'Ie 1993 Sl4)ple
menhll ElS rid .. the no actkln
sIIernalille fof the $OS. Relat ive 10
50S 1.. P""*y~"aJ'.
addil lonal flow augmentation In the
CoUmbia and Snake AI¥ers and
modified pooI leYel8allooloer Snal{e
and John 0..,. reservoirs during Juve
nlle salmon migration, 50s 2d
repltt lMlflla operations of Ihe 1994- 98
B~ Opinkln iMU8d by NMFS,
willi acIdlbonaI lIOWIlumel'latlon mea
111M cornPfM"ed10 SOS ze.

50s 4 woUldcoordinate opera·
tlon of storage reservoirs to
benet. ,ecreahOfl. residenl fish ,
wIdIlte. .-lCI lNldrotrl()Ul. flsh,
wtllle mlnimlZifIQ ImpeclS IO
power and tIood cotrIJ oi. R898f
vonwwld be~ to
spedl'Ic~ on (I morllhly
b8s1s; they~ be kepi:full
longef, w1'\ie 8tin ptovong april'lg
flows tor1Ish WIdllJ*f' torIIood
control. The gNl ll to minimize
lnerd fluduallons wt1~e mO\l'
Ing closer to netuel low
cond itions.. $OS -ic (l ttem pts to
accommoclale tlIlBdromous fish
reeoe by shaping mai08lem flows
10 benefit mig81ion s end would
modify lhe flood control opere 
lions III Grend Coo,",

SO S 1 50S 2 SOS 4

Operllle on II)'slem proportional clfefl
as in 50s 1.

I""""i,, + :SOS2d"·"ii.0 ',I
• Provide f low qmeMalfon tor
salmon end lIlurgeon wherl J8ll. to
July foreca lllie g leater than 6.5 MAF

• Meel st urgeon 1Iows cr/15, 20, and
12.5 kcfs In May, June, and J uly, ,.
apedlvely. ln III leelll 3 0I.f of 10
yon

UBBY I sos1. 1
NOfmell983--1991 storage protect
c• •,,11oM

l:r ·lii';;',p~OS 10 '" .j;,i!jj! il
• MInimum project flow 3 kcfs

• No refill tltl'gete

• S lJ'Tlmer dral Ilm k of S-10 fHI

I SOS>: soso. ,,)
• Meet specl1lc eleYlIllon lar ·
gel S as Inclceted by Integrated
Rule Curves (IRCs) ; IRCs ere
besed on storege cont enllll
lhe end of the ptevlous yeer,
delerminaton of the 8PJ1roptl
ete yellr wilhin the eril icel
perIOd. end runotl foreeMts
beginning in Jenuary

• IRCs seek 10 keep 1898fVOi1
UI (2,459 hHrt) Juf'le-Sept;
mlnmlJ'Tl aMUaI ......atIon
ranges from 2,399 102,327
... depending on Cfillc8l~
lteCerml~

• MeeC variable stuogeon flOll/
l8fgel . 811 aorw-. Ferry Ib
Ing May 2S-~ 18 period;
flow targels peel(" pugh u
35 kds In ItMl wettest )'Mrs

J
•
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Table 4-1 . SOS Altemative-1

SOS5 SOS6 . SOS9 SOSPA
Natura l Ri v er Ope ration FIx ed Drawdown Sett lement Di s cu s sion

Alternat ive s

4

50S 5 would aid IlMlnlle
salmon t¥ ncreasng river
velocity. Theb.r loWer Snl!lke
Ri¥er Pfojects would t-..~
OlAlIilfI inSlaled. aIowIng lhol
,--. 10 be dr8wrl cIow"
10 ,....,1,. ongnal tfYow ......
tiol'I. The "natI.nI rivet"'
~ woUd be dofle tor
• 1/2 mOf'(hs n SOS 5b Ind
~...ound In 50S sc. Jotvl
~ wcuId ehIo be q;lef.ed III
MOP 1Dr • ITlCdh... IIf1d tl l;lW
augrnenllll.ion measure. on
lhe Columbia Rivef portion of
U. basin would tonllroe as In
SOS 2c.

SOS 6 lnvolYes drawing down
klwer Snake RIvetPfcjects 10
ftxecl ele'v8IIclMbelow MOP to
aid aneclromous Irsh. 50S 6b
proviclee, 1Dr bedd~
1Dr ~ tcu~ Sn... .
projects tor -4 1(2 morwhs: $OS
6d ClraWa (lI'Jwn Lower Gr.-e
ody tor 4 1/2 morths. John
Oaf woukl abo be operBled III
MOP fof 4 11'1(Jl'V.hs, Mel IkM
augmeol.ariorl~es on Itle
Cot~ble AIYeI porllC)fl of the
basin woul d COfllinue as in
SOS2c.

sos9 represents operat iOO8
~ec:I by the USFWS,
NMFS, the SUIIetlsher~
agencies. NallYe Amet'lcan
tr ibes, and the Federal operel ·
ing ~du"ong ttle
...n~ thcussions irl re o
aper-. to lhe IDFG .... NMFS
ClCU1 Pfoceec:lnps ll'd aIIet ·
MINe hu line option&. Soos
9a, 9b, and sc, thal repr-'
~rtKenarlos 10 prcMcle
lncrueed rlYer velocttIes lor
anedromous fish t¥ establ,$l'l·
ing !ICM' targets during
mlgrelicm alld 10 carry out
oth er ecl lons to benel~ ESA·
listed species. The tnree
opt lollll are termecl lhe De
tailed Fishery Opel'atIng P lan
(9al. Adopllve M8f18lilefTl8fll
(9b). Ind the BallV'IOEId Im
PKU Oper.... l9cj

SOS PA represents the ccere 
tion recommellded by NMFS
and the USFWS BiologieaI
Opinions issued March 1,
1995 1lis SOS~ f"
CO'o'8IY 01 ESA -lillted apecie6
t¥ storirlg w. er cUlflg the tall
and winler 10 meee lIpfing and
sunmer now ta<gets. and pro
tects o!tlerr~bV
_ling aumm", draft ' mh 10
m~e negeloYIIeffecl:I, by
prtNid,ng flood protection, and
I7i provldlng for realOl"latJ'e
powergeneration.

SOS 5 50S 6 50 S 9 SOS PA

• ()perale on mlf'liml,Mll flow up
10 tIoodcontr ot rUle curves be
ginning I" Jen., ltxcepl du f ing
flow augmllll1llll 'Ofl pe riod

• SIft'Ve lo IIChieve llood COIl
lrol eltwal lOl16I" Dec In al l
yeatS and by April 15 1" 15
percent 01years
• PrOYldest\¥geon Ibn of 25
kcfl 42 days In .A.ne and JU¥
• P fOYkIe SI.Irdetrt lows 10
achieve 11 kcts ftow •
Bonner's Ferry lor 21 days af.
l er miOOrnum 1\ow per;od

• [)ratlto meet 1lowJ targel s. to
a mirimum end of Aug. eleYa
lion of 2," 39 Ieee, 1rI1eS1
deeper c1r8'll1 neecIecIlo meel
81urgeon IIow&

SOS5b
Operllte on system propof
lionIlI dfaft as in SOS 11i1

I "!!in.g.O•••] ::li,,0.1
Oper. e on system Pfopor
tlorlal drllft as In SOS 1a

I· SOSO.
Oper ate on ~ern propor
tionlll drBfl851rl 50s 1a

Operate on system propor
tional draft as In SOS 1a

sos ••
Operate on mlMnl.m now

up 10 flood cortrol rule curves
yea.....ound. except during llow
augmentation per iod

• PrDYlde aturgeon Ilow fe·
leases Apr~·Aug. 10 achlev.
up 10 35 kc13at Bonn el'l Fer l)'
with appropriate ramp up and
rWTIp down fales

• Operale on minimum flow up
10 floodcor«fol lUIe CUMitl
y--round. p eep! cUing IIow
-..gmerUlion

• P,ow'de SllJ"geonlIow fe
~ .-m.ar to 5 0 S 2d

• Can dra ft 10 e!gylllion 2."35
by end of J~ to meet flow
target.

I;mIT ' '.SOS9Cminim;,.
• Oper ale to lhe Intltgfeled
Rule CufY," and provide
lIl...geon now release l a l ln
SOS "

1 II • 0.304, .......

I - SOSPA !
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Table 4-1. 50S Alternative-2
Actions by Project

50S 1 50S 2 505 4

j' ;
SOS 1.

Nomlal1 983-1991.orage project
operllli0r4

• No maximum flow rest riction from
mid-Cctlo mld-NCN.

• No c1raft limit; no ref ill ta rge!

50s Ifc

• M... specific e'evlItoonI.·
get. as indlcaled by Inleg'1Il1ld
Rule Curves (lACs), limi.. 10
oper8lioo for Ubby

• lACe &Hk to keep reeel'VOlr
tun (3,560 foelJJuno-Sept ;
minimum annual elevation
ranges from3,520 to 3,450
feet, depending on cr~ 1cal YNir

Oper•• on system prop::lftioNll «aft
11$ In 50s ,.

Oper• • on ayslem proport ion lll d raft
as in $OS ,.

I,· SOS'd" SOS l bI

HUNGRY
HORSE

•

50S 1 5052 5 0 54

ALBENI
FALLS

50S;. '"
Normal 1983--1991 5!Ofage project_.....
No ref,. target

I' SOS:tc
Operate on l5}'Stem proportional dfsft
.ln5OS 1.

50S.., )
Elevation t8rgets establlehed
lor each month, generally
2.056leet Oct. -March, 2,058
to2,062.51eel April-May,
2,062.5 1881 {Iu'~ June , 2,060
leel JUIy-$epl (bUl higherIf
runotlhigh) : Oct-March draw
dowl'llo 2,051 teet tNfIf'/61h,-

1
]
l
j
~,

MAF• , -234 td ion 0Ilbc __
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Air Quality A ppendix

Table 4-1. 50S Allernalive-2

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

4

["O>i"" ' 505'" "' 'Ii,.,,' ''''!j~;.,.. q;-'!, ' " ' ~,,1T"Tf ' ;~

Operale on system propol'
1I0nai dra1l as In SOS 1a

H"!:r "" soll .~:iI;"ii,:' iJ
Opef 81eon system propor
tional draft as In SOS 1a

Ii;ji::f'l':~lli ~()S; isd :~;it:;5j

Oper81e on system propor
tional draft as in SOS re

['~ ii~ sds 9' .'yJili1"1
• Operate onminimu m lIow up
10 f lood control rule cu rves
year-round. 6)Ccepl dur irlg f low
augmentation period

I" 'o";% ;" ;~;: 60s'9b'itiiilli ilii;ltrt .__ . ".,n" " ,, __ ,,, ,, __ , ]

• Oper ate on minimum flow up
to flood conl rol rule ClIrves
year-round, 811cepl during flow
augmentati on

• Can draft to meet flow tar
gllls, to II minimum end-of.July
elevation of 3,5351eet

Ihh'f"JililhiSOS 9dJi 'il@H" l" c>o> " ' . t, , .. ".. .. : X t.."",[f,.
• 0pEllateto thelntegrated
Aule Curves Min SOS ec

'ii'",.",. .......".¥.. " 1[g ., g'TSOS. PA.,,,.o,nH.
• Operate on min imum flow up
to llood control ru le curv_
year-round. ellcepl during Ilow
augmentallon pe riOd

• Striv e 10 achieve flood coo
trol eeve ncos by April 15 1n75
percent of the year s

• Draft to meet flow ta rgets , to
a minimum ttnd-ol-August el
eval ion 013,540 feel

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

i'V"i'l 14'SOS ' .!'. ",,,oj:-,:Sfb"'Jo, -....J,EL_lO f"

Operate on system propor
tional draft as In SOS 1a

f ~*m*.osos _·'¥'''''·' '' 'I____ ~ __'_<'_'W _ ~_yn:;-_ wrn "

Operate on system propor
tional drllll as in SOS 111

1995

I ~" • '''sos••J. Lhl" 't:" ,,'~rf" , ';:: "t-;J1"

Oper8te onsy81empropor
tional drafl asin SOS te

0per8le onsySiern propor
tional draft as In SOS , a

lkeh1 .28""",

[ . "" ., . . . ... "" j:r:rrmn::,SOS9a;r;m-;,'3m;;
Operate on minimum flow up
to flood control rule CUMtS

year-round, ell cepl during now
augment81lon period

• Operate on minimum flow up
10flood control ru le curves
year -round. except during flow
augme ntation periOd

• eM dJllfl to meet target
ftOWI, to a min imum end~l

July elevation of 2,060 leel

• Elevation targatl esl8.blished
for eachmonlh, generally no
lower than 2,056 feet Dec,
Apr", no lower than 2,057 teet
end of May, lull (2,082.5 Ioo1}
June-Aug., 2,056 feGI
Sept-Nov_

1 ft . 0.304a """"'"

[" " ~""SOS . "''''''''1xr;,,"'m~; ,PA: ,L ,::rTIfL

• Opertll e t01100dcont/ol e l
evations by Apri l 151n 90
percent at tha year s

• Ope /at e to he lp meet now
tar gets. but do not draft below
full pool through Aug.

FlNAL E1S
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Air Qualily Appmdix

Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-3
Actions by Pro ject

50S 1 5052 505 4

SOS1.

• No reflIw;e'l d 1,240 feet in Mil)'

• UllirUln 1,285 leet JunlhSept. ;
minimum 1,220"" rMldy_

• No May-u. f\ow t.-1JCIl:

• Oper•• to meetw•• Budg« tat
Qel lows of 134 kc1s IIIlPriest
Rapids in M-V~

• Mellt minimum e1~iOn of 1.240
feel In May

505.. "I 50540 .1
• Oper". to end-of-momn .... ,
ewlion ta-gets. as folows;

1,288 Sept. -Nov

1,281 Dec.

1.270 J.-.

1.2tlO Feb,

1.270 Mw.
1.2n Apr. IS

1.215 Apr. 30
1.280 May

1.288 .An.Aug.

• Me« flood conuol Nle curves
od'f when J ......J .... f\I1'lCIft 1cIr.
Cal exc&eds 88 MAF

. '.", ISOS2c1

• Storageof wale" for tIow-..;men
lallon from January Itnlugh Apri

• Supplemen:al teleaH5 (In con
}In:tiOn wilh ~eam ptOjec:ls)1O
prO'olide up to 3 MAFadd'lana!
(abow Water Budget) no. augmen'.Ion In May end June, b-' on
sliding ac.le tor runol'I forecasts

• Sysl:em ~ood control apace V4fted
from Bfownee. Owcnhak

• ContrIblAe. In c:ortJnctionwIltt l4'
stream storage protects, up to 4 MAF
10r eddItlonalftoW augmenlllllllon

• Oper• • ln StMl'Imer to pn:Mde flow
augmentallon waIet and meet down·
streamnow tarQ8ts, 1M draft no
Il:IW«1M'1 1,280 tee!

.: I, « n
SOS1bI . "

GRAHD
COULEE

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

PRIEST
RAPIDS

I " . , SOS J . .. ~F, il
• Meet May ..June now t.wgels 11

• Manaln minimum flows 10meet
Vernita B4U Agreernenl ZI

I'" ,-t, : 50S 20
Oper llle as In SOS , .

... " I
l "" 50540 , : ,
Opet•• _ in 50s 1.

I..., " " SOS1b : . : :" in Operate u In 50S 1.

• No M8'f no. l.get
• Meet Vemila Ba AgreMlent

l/ Floor~_~--e- ..oo.-.:l.-.d hcIidIIy "-" _ 80S--ol''__ pN'o'iala 5 .....
'lJ ~k" doling t--.., k..t hcJurw, Otti>ur 15 b NoYember 30: ~ ..... 70 IIda~.,April

I(A.F .. 1.2)4 mi.... CI..tic-.. MAF .. 1_ZM bilion oobo-..

FlNAL E1S 1995



Air Quality Appendix

Table 4-1 . 50S Alternalive-3

SOS 5 50S 6 SOS 9 50S PA

4

I. SOSSb
Operate on 9y81em propo r.
1101'181 draft and provide now
ItUgmenlallon 811 In 50S 2c

'" .-. SOS6b
Oper8le on sylllem prOJlOf·
Ilona l draft 8nd provide flow
augmentation as In 50S ze

_SOS6d

Operate on.,..em propor.
tIonaI draft and proYlde tk:Jw
augmenation.In SOS 2c

.S0 590 ' I
• Operllle to meet nood control
requ irements and Vernila Bar
agreemenl

• Provid e flow .....menl.ion re·
leaseslo help rneel largets at
The 0811_ of 22G-3OO kcfs ApflI
1~ 15. 200 kcfsJune 1~
.....,-31 . and 160 ketsAug.
1-A1Ig.31. baged on appopriDl:e
crilic:alr- OEitermlnallon

• In above average runoft' years ,
provide 040'" d the ad ditiQnel
runoff volume as now augmenla ·
tJon

1.•••1...sq~ ~b '" , ..11
• Operate on minimum IOlf up
to Ilood cortrol rulecurves
year.round, excepI 6.lrirlg tk:Jw
IIUgn'lIll"llIltion perIOd

· c.n csratI to meet now tar·
gels . bounded by S05 9a and
se largal s, 10a minimum end·
d-July eleval lon of 1.265 leel

I'"" ::' '80590: '''ti l
• Operllle to meet McN-V tICM'
targels of 200 kc1a ApfI
1s.J... 30 and 180 kets ...

"'"• c.n drllft to meet now tar·
gels. 10 e minimu m end..CJf-July
eleValion of 1,280 leel

• Corllrlbul e up to 4 MAF for
addItional 1low augmentation,
bB&ed on sliding acaIe lor n.n
ofI lorecests. in conjunction
I'riIh OCher upstream prOfeCla

• SysIem ftood c:orcrol sl'Lifted
to this projacl

F.' ..'r.'sWfiA .•. "" '::1
• Operalato echieva flood
control elevat ions by Api'll 15
In85" 01y&8rS

• Oratlto meet l low targets,
down to minimum end-of.Aug.
e1evltiond 1,2801eel

• Provkla &ow 8I.9"_..on
rel-. to meet CoIumbi8
RNer ftow l.getS Ill: McNa ry
of 220-260 kcfl, ApriI2O-.k.ne
30. based on runoff forecast
and 200 kef. JuIy· Aug.

5 0S 5 50S 6 SOS 9 SOS PA

r SOS." Iill" C" 1
Operllle as In 50S 1a

I. SOS "" , : 1

F,r i sos ."t j · : lliJ
Opelale as in 50S 1a

f "~ "'SOS"i<! " ""I
Open(e as in SOS 1a

lkcts .. a_

l ' .ct ~ .. "saSSI.' ''': 1i*?-)
Operale as In SOS 1a

Opef•• _ In SOS 1e

Ie 50S 9.

Oper lll. _In SOS 1.

1 ft. . 0.3048_

Operata 88 In 50s 1a
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Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-4

Actions by Project

Air Quab'ry ApfWndix

50S 1 SOS 2 50S <I

RBI._ up 10421 KAF (190 KAF
Apr~ 1&--June 15; 137KAF~;

100 KAF S"Pl ) fQl Ilow augment.-

"'"

SNAKE
RIVER
ABOVE
BROWNLEE

I' , ,SOS1I
Normal 1990-91 operBliQns: no
Wal lIr Budgat f lowa

I" "] I:' , SOS4<'
Stune as 50S ' .

' I

Sam••50S 1. • FI.~~ 10 42 7 KAF , as In 80S
ze
• Aal_ add~ion" will", obtained
by purchase Dr other m. . .. and
shaped per Reda m8l1of't rel_
and Brownlee drat! l.-quiremenla;
Wnullllion lI8llI.Jmed 921 KAF _I--

I;;; SOS lb I,,", . )

50S 2cl

$0$1 505 2 50S <I

BROWNLEE I::;' u", •• 80S 1. ,, '~", '

• Draft .. Meded (14)10 110 KAf ...
Meyj lot WBl.ef Budget, l:Jaloed on
ta'get flows of a5 km .. Lowerc._.
• Oper• • p«" FERC IICerwe
• PrOYlde system flood eontroll51or·
....pece

• No ITWIllimdTl flow rtl8tridiol1 from
mld-Oc:l. to mld-Nov.

• No dran""'l; no reftlI ta'geI

I'. ' ' SOS 2'"j'~ '" I
Same as 80S 1. except toradO!.
tionlIl1low aqner'lllllion ..~

• Draft~ kl137 KAF In July, bl.A I'd
dl'afti'lQ below 2.061 feel ; refIU from
the Snak. Riv&laboYa BrCM'Yllee"-• Draft up 10100 KAF In Sepc.

• Shill system 1'Ioodcontrol to G,a rtd
eou..
• ProvIde 9 kcfs at IeBs h NlMlmb&";
I. PfOjed tJIj' end gf mort h
• ........ NoYenlbef mlX'llhly _ .

89" 1Iow Dec:ernber ttwougtl AprlI

l,m,iiiiiilif,SOS2d, , ; ;j~t;, ili , ;1
Same.. $OS 2c, pl~ paM aden
tionalllow augmOfllallon releases
f rom upelream prqeds

I, so...
s.n.. 50S '. 8llc:.pl
sIlghtly cli"..erw tood eonlrol...-

.. I 1
I

~
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Air Qualiry A~ndix 4

Table 4-1 . SOS Allernalive-4

50S S 50S 6 5 0S 9 50S PA

Same as SOS ,.

Same. SOS I. Provide421 KAFttwOloWltl
BrOWl'llM for1IOw -..;mere.
lion, as cl«efmloed by_...

I"W;" SOS ••" "' I) ;::E:¥ ', ! ':::~t: :r .

Provide up to 921 KAF through
Blownleeas dele1mined by
Reclam.Uon

PrcMOe up to 1.921 MAF
ItwOloWltlBr~ for flow~
mert8lion, _ detClfmined boJ
Rec:tamlllion

60Sh .1 '

W",, SOS ..'!'i
Same. 50S ,.

f . sos •• ,"
Swne as $OS ,.

~'ii'iii'" SOS"'T ~', l
PrcMOe upto 821 KAFtlYough
BrcwrNe • detwmheclbV

-~

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

If,iHj i ' : ~s .~~·· :;;:;!1
Sam•• SOS4c

n !g§ ! ! ! ! ·so¥.~ji: ; ;; :~n
S-.SOS4e

I'" 0
0

, $0$" '~" . 'I~·~milllj, ., n H . . •q ..: "

Same.SOS4c

H:!H ::: s'os:.~ •;<:", ]
o DrlIft up to "0 KAF ... May.
131 KAF III JlJy, ' 40 KAFIII
Au;.. 100 KAF ... Sept for lIOW'
eugm8flll8liort

o StVftlIYillem flood oontrollCl

0""" Coulee

.•- 50s .... ,,0;.', ·1
Dr,,"- 10 ........uon 2,069 feec in
May, 2,061 .... III July, and
2,059 feel III SeP, passing
Inflow lifter May and July..-

H,'iimi,SOB••i2ilit'1!!t1l
o Draft up 10 190 KAFApril
May. 137 KAF In Ju ly. 100
KAF III Sept fortIowaugmen
lillian

o SI'IfI ....em flood control to
0 .."", Coulee
o PrOlM:le ., 8lkMiclMI 110
KAf III May r eIlWaaM 18
above 2,068fM1t and 1'OKAF
InS~ II Mevlll ion Is above
2,043.3 Ie«

Sam. .. SOS9b

' .... . a_ 1 ft • 0.304e _

1995 FlNAL E1S 4-9
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Teble 4-1 . SOS Altem.tiv.....S

-----------

Air Quality Appendix

50S t 50 S 2 50S 4

DWORSHAK I> -" ,- ,,' SOS , . -E- IM'I
• Oral! Up10600 KAf In May to
mMt w•• 9uc1glJt target 1kM'e~
85 ket1l • Lower Grrie

• Pravidll system flood ccnrol.or·...--
sos ,. >1

• Meet mn imum projed~
(2 ket.. altCIIpl for 1 kcf8 1nAuguII) :
sunmel' d1'lIfIlimitll ; ll'\lP(imum
thcharge requi rement Oct 10 New,
(1.3 kcf3 plus inflow)

• No We er Budget rei" " ,

I!i¥'",', ' SOS •• " ,,- ,.. I
Same as 50S 1.. plU6the following
klpplem..... rei...:

• 900 KAf or more from April 16 10
June 15. depending on runotI tor.
caslllIl.owef QrMil.e

• Up 110 470 KAf above 1.2 kcfa mini
mum r-.e from June 16 to Aug
3 1

• Meifllairl 1.2 kcf1l di8chatge from
Oct. through Apil. unIeM tiQ"- re,,,,..
• Shift "Y.em IIood corCroi to Grtr1Cl
CouleeApril-July i1 runotl fofecasls
at Oworshak are 3.0 MAF or less

• Operllte on 1.2 keta mlnkrtlm (h.

c:hatge up to tIood c:onIroI rUle WrYe,

except when prcMdlng low -..grnen
Ialiorl (April 10 to July 31)

• PrcMde fIOIfIt -.,gmenllllion 01 1.0
MAF pluIl .2 kc'ta mnimum dis
cha'ge, or927 KM .-.:l 1.2 kc:fs.
from APfil1o-.Nne 20. bElIged on fUn
o1l' torec.tlll. to meet Lower GraNt.
aow la-QlIl: 0185 kc:ts

• ProWle470 KAf from June 2 1 10
July 31 to meet Lower Grenlle flow
target of 50 kcf8

• Draft 10 1,520 feet after volume Is
expended, II Lowo r Gfanile now tar·
gul ls nol mel; if volume Is nO!
expended, dr8fl below 1,520 !eel
untAvolume Ie expended

FBig'¥j sOS.~ ;.!l!,:,H1~:;'g~ J
EIev81ion tWgela established IOf
each month; 1,599'" S.pt-Oct.;
flood certrd rut. NVelI
NoY.· Apl'I; 1,595 Ieee May; 1,5 99
feet June-Aug.;

4-10 FlNAL EIS 1995



Air QualiryAppendix

Table 4-1 . 505 Alternative-5

SOS 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

4

' sos fib:'
• Oper. e lo local flood control
rulec~

• No proportion al dr aft for

"'""'• Shift syltem flood conIrol lo
IcJwtIr Snake protects

• P rO\llde Wf1I.et BudQfII. tow
augmenlallion _ In 50S 1e

• Or8fl to r-'ll lower Snelce
projects It NIllUlllntkM Ie In_.
• Operate 10 flood conIrol duro
ing spring

• Retl ft In June or July and
melnl aln Ihrough Augusr

• Draft fer powet produdlon
cUing fal l

Same el SOS 5b

[ SOS""

Same as 50S 5b

, kda. 211_

~· 1

I ~ BOSh '

• Aemoye from proporilonal
draft for power

• Operme to locaI!lood conl rol
rule curves, with s:yslem 1IOocl
controlllhifted 10 Grand
CcUoe
• MBil"iI8In ftoW at 1.2 kcfs
milWnJAnd1&charg>e, 8XOIpI for
lIood control orflow eugmem
tion dlKl'wgft

• Operate to meet Lower
Granlle ftow I. getl (at spi ll
wEt(crest) 01' 74 kcfs Apri l
18-Jooe 30, 45 kcfll July, 32

, kclw AugllSl

Ur SOHb.' " ': I
• Similar 10 50S 9a, 6lW8pt
operllle lo meet flow targvtl 81
Lower Granlle re'Vng from 85
to 140 kcf8 Apr1I16--.1unl13O
and 50-55 kcfs In July

• Can dlllft to meet tIo\IIr I. ,
geti iOa tnItL end-of..July
eIeYabon01 1,490 feel.

: SOB.. ::' : I
• Similw to 50S 9a, e¢epl
operal e lo meellOW'er Granlle
tow target (at spInwEt( crest) 01'
83 kcfl Apr1I.June

• cen draft to meet fteM'tar
getllo B min end-ol.July
elBY8Iion 011 ,520 f8et

1 n.O.3048 ........

• 0per8le 00 minimum tlow-up
to IloocI cont rol rule cl.I'Ye
year-round, except durlng now
augmentation per iod

• Draft to meet ftorw lerget&.
cloWn 10 min. enckJI-Aug . ...
evation0l1 ,520 f"

• Sliding-eceleSnake RIWf
1IO¥i' tWgetl 81Lower GrrJIe
0185 to 100 kcfl AprI 10-.Jtnl
20 and 50 to 55 liicfaJ une
21-Aug. 31, based on I'\.II1Oft"".,.,,,

1995 FlNALElS 4-11
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Table 4-1 . SOS Alternalive-6
Actions by Project

Air QualiJyAp~ndix

5051 5052 505 4

LOWER
SNAKE

I' .H sos:'.';; I" 'j
• Normal oper81ions 81 "lower
Snak e Rhler ptOjeClS (wtlnln 310 5
Jeel 01U pool, clailyand weekly
tlucllIlIl ionB)

• Pr<:Mcle m8l!imlnl peaking cap8C
Iy of 20 kcts OoIW dally _age tIow

"""
I 505 1.

Same ala, Ihcept:

• No minimum flow lirTl tt (11.500 cfIl
l1J'ing 1a11and .......81'

• No llsh- I8l81ed fale 01c;hangeIn
flows In May

• Opet81e reservoirs wilhin 1 1001
aboVe MOP from Aprll 16 to July 31

• sam. as 50S 1a tor res! of reM

I" , " S052d . ,I
s.n..,SOS2c

1Hf,n: s9S:' ( " li !il
Sam e as SOS2c

•

J

•

SOS 1 505 2 $ 0$4

LOWER I ,. : .. 50S 10." , I
COLUMBIA. Normlll operalions at 4 lower

COlumbia projects (gener~y wll hln 3
105 fool of fuUpool , dally IWld weekly
lluctU8lioM)

• Restricted opefation 01 BoonevIlle

"""""" ....""""""
'" .1

Sam... ' &. _cept no r_rict~
on BornMIle seeond powerho....

lee ,o, SOS"" "!,
Same I'ISSOS 1••Keep!: : lower John
Day 10 minimum trrlgallon pool
(apPfOX, 282.5 feet) Irom April 15 to
Aug. 31; operate w~hin I .Sleet 01
lor ebay range, uniesa eeee 10 ralee
10 avoIcI lrrlgatlon lmpam

I .., ', 5 0s ' , ,I
Same 89 50s 2C. except Of""
era le John Day wilhlo 21eel of
elevation 283 .5 1eet Nov. 1
IhlOugh J une 30

4-12 FINALEIS 1995



Air Quality Appendix

Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-6

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

4

;: ::so• •• @fl· 1
• Draft 21M! pel dey lltarting
Feb. 18

• Oper8le 81nalural river level,
apprO)(. 95 10 11S ft below full
pool, Aprll6-Aug. 31: dr_.
down leW.. br" prated 8S
foIowa. In Ieet;

Lower Grant. 623
lJttJe Goose 5204

L Monumenlal 432

Ice Harbor 343

• Operate within 3 10 5 It of lu ll
pool rest of '1&fJ1

o Reftl from M;I.M'ellIows aocl
etorllll8r__

1 .-. _",09 .. . . 1
s.me u $OS 51), <axcepC
drawdowns ere permanert
once neMatmer levels
reeched; no refill

..... _ 605

L Monumental 507

Ice Harbor 407

• Op«B1.8 oY8r 5-foot
lorebay range once clfaw·
down eleYalion reached

• Refi. from neluralftowll
and SlOl'IIQ8 r'"
• Same _ $OS f. rMl01.,..
1:E!i!f'so.~ ·iF!'!
• Draft Le-- Granlle 2
leet per day etar1ingAprtI
1

• Operate Lowllf Granite
new 705 ft lot. 112
monthe. AprIl HI·Aug 31

so...
• Oper8le III MOP, with 1100t jex
Ibillty AprII 1·Aug. 31; same as 50S
1a rest 0' year
o Spill 10 Khleve 80180 FPE up 10
lOlal diseotYed gas cap of 1200. dally
average; 159111 caps range from 18
kcts III L MoruneruJ to 30 lids III
La.....

I!i§#T.= "'SO"'."'..=·~_"':,, ""'·; "'=·, I
o Openlle 35 to 45 feel below lun
pool AprIl 1.J1nI 15 to me. L
Granite low fargets (see Dworshak),
rel ill by Jl,lfle 30; same 8S SOS t e
rest ot'lNl'

• Spill to Khieve 80180 FPE,_1n
SOS ..

1 SOS PA. : ~
• Operllllelll MOP with 1 100t
fllllXibility belweeo Apr. 10 ·
Aug,31

• Refilltwee Iowrter Snake
River pools all ....Aug 31,
L.owerGrrieefterNw. t5

• Spil to ectIIeve~ FPE
up to 1CItal cINotved gas ClIp
of 115'Ao 12-hou' 1IYef'89III;
15911 caps range from 7.5 km
III L Morun.uJ l 0 25 ket.
III Ice Harbor

5 0 S 5 5 0S 6 50S 9 50S PA

I. . i!i :SOS" ..,."" ;01
SllITIe 85 SOS 2. excepl oper _.e Jotl n DII'I wllhin 1.518111
lItloYe lIleYation 257 teer
(MOP) trom May 1 Ihrough
Aug 31; .-ne. SOS 2c r_01,-
I.' =; 90S " ""4;;:· ·1
SameuSOSSb

Eli",,, so. 01> I
Same. SOS S

\; :" .. 'OSlo;", 1
s.ne. SOS 5

Wh,J": · SOS~. " i":"'"i I
o Same u SOS 5, except opetate
John Day w~hln 1 foot above eleva·
t lon 257 fee1 Apr\Il5-Aug. 31

o McNary low~ 85 OMct1bed
lot Grand Coulee

o Spillo 8ChleY9 8MIO FPE. up to
I(llaI~~ cep oI14?O".l' daly_age,_ dlJriYed br"~

1"!S''''" .SO$ ... i!@Jr§iHW I
• Same u SOS 2, except operate
John Day at mInimum IrrlQallon pool
Of 262.5 feel wtlh 1 too4 d f!el(lbillty
from AprlI16-Aug. 31

• McNety tow target•• clMc;tIbed
torGrand Coulee

• Spill to 8ChleY980180 FPE. up 10
total cIsIoIWcI g-. cap of 12M'
cIalty......... dlHMocl bti eoq.

Iii¥.iij;";f i~' s.O$..., f,i~~i!~g
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flows in the first an d second half of each of these
months. The model is based on hydrologic da ta for
a SO- yea r period of record from 1928 throu gh 1978.
For a given se t of operating rule inputs and other
proj ect operating requirement s, HYDROSIM will
simulate elevatio ns, flows, spill, sto rage content and
power generation for each project or river control
point for the 50-year period. For more detailed
information. please refer to Appendix A, River
Operation Simulat ion.

The following section describes the final alt ernatives
and reviews the rationale for their inclusion in the
Final EIS .

4.1.1 50S 1-Pr~SAOperation

This alternative represents one end of th e range of the
SQR strategies in terms of their similarity to historical
system operations. This stra tegy reflects Columbia
River system ope rations before changes were made as
a res ult of the ESA listing of three Snake River salmon
stocks. Thi s SOS has two options:

• SOS 18 (Pre-Salmon Summit Optration)
represents operations as they existed from
1983 through the 1990-91 ope rating year,
including Northwest Power Act provisions to
restore and protect fish po pulations in the
bas in. Specific volum es for the Water Budget
wou ld be provided from Dworshak and
Brownlee rese rvoirs to attempt to meet a
target now of 85 kds (2.380 ans) at Lower
Gran ite Dam in May. Sufficient flows would
be provided o n the Columbia River to meet
a target now of 134 kcfs (3,752 ems) at Priest
Rapids Dam in May. Lower Snake River
projects would operate within 3 to 5 feet (0.9
to 1.5 m) of full pool. Other projects wou ld
opera te as they did in 1990-91, with no
additional water provided from the Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

• SOS lb (O pti mum Load-Following Opera
lion) rep resents operations as they existed
prior to changes res ulting from the No rth
west Power Act. It is designed to demon
stra te how much power could be produced if

most flow-related operations to be nefit
ana dromous fish were eliminated inclu ding:
the Water Budget ; fish spill requirements;
restrictions on operation of Bonneville's
second powerhouse; and refill targets for
Libby, Hungry Horse. Grand Coulee. Dwor
shak, and Albeni Falls. It assumes that
transportation would be used to the maxi
mum to aid juvenile fish migration .

4.1.2 50S 2-Current OperaUons

Thi s alternative reflects operation of the Columbia
Rive r system with interim now improvement mea
sures made in response to ESA listin gs of Snake
River salmon. It is very similar to the way the
system ope rated in 1992 and reflects the results of
ESA Section 7 consultation with NMFS the n. The
stra tegy is co nsistent with the 1992-93 ope rations
described in the Corps' 1993/nttrim ColumbiJJ and
S1lQ~ Rivers Flow Improvement Mtasurrs SUppJonttl'
tal EIS (SE tS). SOS 2 also most closely represents
the recommendations issued by the NMFS Snake
River Salmon Recovery Team in May 1994.
Compared to SOS I , the primary changes are addi
tional flow augmentation in the Columbia and Snake
Riven and modified pool levels at lower Snake and
John Day reservoirs during juvenile sal mon migra
tion. Thi s stra tegy has two options:

• SOS 2c ("'inal SEIS Operation- No Action
A1ltmatlvt) matches exactly the decision
made as a result of the 1993 SEIS. Flow
augmenta tion water of up to 3.0 MAF
(3.7 billion m3) on the Columbia River (in
addition to the existing Water Budget) would
be stored during the winte r and released in
the sp ring in low- ru noff years. Dworshak
would provide at least an additional 300 KAF
(370 million m3) in the spring and 470 KAF
(580 million m3) in the summer for flow
augmenta tion. System flood co ntro l shifts
from Dworshak and Brownlee to Grand
Coulee wou ld occur through April as need
ed It also provides up to 427 KAF (527 mil
lion m3) of add itiona l water from th e Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

•
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• SOS 2d (1994-98 Biological Opinion)
matches the hydro operations contained in the
1994-98 Biological Opinion issued by NMFS
in mid-1994. This alternative provides water
for the existing Water Budget as well as addi
tional water, up to 4 MAF, for flow augmenta
tion to benefit the anadromous fish migration.
The additional water of up to 4 MAF would
be stored in Grand Coulee, Libby and Arrow,
and provided on a sliding scale tied to runoff
forecasts. Flow targets are established at
Lower Granite and McNary.

In cases such as the SOR, where the proposed action
is a new management plan, the No Action Alterna
tive means continuing with the present course of
action until that action is changed (46 FR 13027).
Among all of the strategies and options, SOS 2c best
meets this definition for the No Action Alternative.

4.1.3 SOS 4-Stable Storage Project Operation

This alternative is intended to operate the storage
reservoirs to benefit recreation, resident fish, wild
life, and anadromous fish while minimizing impacts
of such operation to power and flood control.
Reservoirs would be kept full longer, but still provide
spring flows for fish and space for flood control.
The goal is to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions. For the
Final EIS, this alternative has one option:

• SOS 4c (Stable Storage Operation with
Modified Grand Coulee Flood Control)
applies year-round Integrated Rule Curves
(IRCs) developed by the State of Montana
for Libby and Hungry Horse. Other reser
voirs would be managed to specific elevations
on a monthly basis; they would be kept full
longer, while still providing spring flows for
fish and space for flood control. The goal is
to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions.
Grand Coulee would meet elevation targets
year-round to provide acceptable water
retention times; however, upper rule curves
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would apply at Grand Coulee if the January
to July runoff forecast at the project is great
er than 68 MAF (84 billion m3) .

4.1.4 SOS 5-Natural River Operation

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile salmon
migration by drawing down reservoirs (to increase
the velocity of water) at four lower Snake River
projects. SOS 5 reflects operations after the instal
lation of new outlets in the lower Snake River dams,
permitting the lowering of reservoirs approximately
100 feet (30 m) to near original riverbed levels. This
operation could not be implemented for a number of
years, because it requires major structural modifica
tions to the dams. Elevations would be: Lower
Granite - 623 feet (190 m); Little Goose - 524 feet
(160 m); Lower Monumental - 432 feet (132 m);
and Ice Harbor - 343 feet (105 m). Drafting would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
February 18. The reservoirs would refill again with
natural inflows and storage releases from upriver
projects, if needed. John Day would be lowered as
much as 11 feet (3.3 m) to minimum pool, elevation
257 feet (78.3 m), from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
in SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 billion m3)

of water (in addition to the Water Budget) would be
provided to augment flows on the Columbia River in
May and June. System flood control would shift
from Brownlee and Dworshak to the lower Snake
River projects. Also, Dworshak would operate for
local flood control. This alternative has two options:

• SOS Sb (Four and One-half Month Natural
River Operation) provides for a lower Snake
River drawdown lasting 4.5 months, begin
ning April 16 and ending August 31. Dwor
shak would be drafted to refill the lower
Snake River projects if natural inflow were
inadequate for timely refill.

• SOS Sc (Permanent Natural River Opera
tion) provides for a year-round drawdown,
and projects would not be refilled after each
migration season.
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4.1.5 SOS 6-Fixed Drawdown

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile anadro
mous fish by drawing down one or all four lower
Snake River projects to fixed elevations approxi
mately 30 to 35 feet (9 to 10 m) below minimum
operating pool. As with SOS 5, fixed drawdowns
depend on prior structural modifications and could
not be instituted for a number of years. Draft would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
April 1. John Day would be lowered to elevation
257 feet (78.3 m) from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
under SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 bil-
lion m3) of water would be provided to augment
flows on the Columbia River in May and June.
System flood control would shift from Brownlee and
Dworshak to the lower Snake projects. Also, Dwor
shak would operate for local flood control. This
alternative has two options:

• SOS 6b (Four and One-half Month Fixed
Drawdown) provides for a 4.5-month draw
down at all four lower Snake River projects
beginning April 16 and ending August 31.
Elevations would be: Lower Granite -
705 feet (215 m); Little Goose - 605 feet
(184 m); Lower Monumental - 507 feet
(155 m); and Ice Harbor - 407 feet (124 m).

• SOS 6d (Four and One-half Month Lower
Granite Fixed Drawdown) provides for a
4.5-month drawdown to elevation 705 feet
at Lower Granite beginning April 16 and
ending August 31.

4.1.6 SOS 9-Settlement Discussion
Alternatives

This SOS represents operations suggested by
USFWS and NMFS (as SOR cooperating agencies),
the State fisheries agencies, Native American tribes,
and the Federal operating agencies during the
settlement discussions in response to a court ruling
in the IDFG v. NMFS lawsuit. The objective of
SOS 9 is to provide increased velocities for anadro
mous fish by establishing flow targets during the
migration period and by carrying out other actions

Air Quality Appendix

that benefit ESA-Iisted species. The specific op
tions were developed by a group of technical staff
representing the parties in the lawsuit. The group
was known as the Reasonable and Prudent Alterna
tives Workgroup. They developed three possible
operations in addition to the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This strategy has three options:

• SOS 9a (Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
[DFOP]) establishes flow targets at The
Dalles based on the previous year's end-of
year storage content, similar to how PNCA
selects operating rule curves. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
The Dalles flow targets. Specific volumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and upper Snake River to try to meet Lower
Granite flow targets. Lower Snake River
projects are drawn down to near spillway
crest level for 4 1/2 months. Specific spill
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average total dissolved gas. Fish
transportation is assumed to be eliminated.

• SOS 9b (Adaptive Management) establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite
based on runoff forecasts. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
the McNary flow targets. Specific volumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and the upper Snake River to try to meet
Lower Granite flow targets. Lower Snake
River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels and John Day is at
minimum irrigation pool level. Specific spill
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average for total dissolved gas.

• SOS 9c (Balanced Impacts Operation draws
down the four lower Snake River projects to
near spillwaycrest levels for 2 1/2 months
during the spring salmon migration period.
Full drawdown level is achieved on April 1.
Refill begins after June 15. This alternative
also provides 1994-98 Biological Opinion
flow augmentation (as in SOS 2d), IRC
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operation at Libby and Hungry Horse, a
reduced flow target at Lower Granite due to
drawdown, limits on winter drafting at Albeni
Falls, and spill to achieve no higher than 120
percent daily average for total dissolved gas.

4.1.7 SOS PA-Preferred Alternative

This SOS represents the operation recommended
by NMFS and USFWS in their respective Biologi
cal Opinions issued on March 1, 1995. SOS PA is
intended to support recovery of ESA -listed
species by storing water during the fall and winter
to meet spring and summer flow targets, and to
protect other resources by managing detrimental
effects through maximum summer draft limits, by
providing public safety through flood protection,
and by providing for reasonable power genera
tion. This SOS would operate the system during
the fall and winter to achieve a high confidence of
refill to flood control elevations by April 15 of
each year, and use this stored water for fish flow
augmentation. It establishes spring flow targets
at McNary and Lower Granite based on runoff
forecasts, and a similar sliding scale flow target at
Lower Granite and a fixed flow target at McNary
for the summer. It establishes summer draft
limits at Hungry Horse, Libby, Grand Coulee, and
Dworshak. Libby is also operated to provide
flows for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Lower
Snake River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels during the spring and sum
mer. John Day is operated at minimum operating
pool level year-round. Specific spill percentages
are established at run -of-river projects to
achieve 80-percent FPE, with no higher than
US-percent 12-hour daily average for total
dissolved gas measured at the fore bay of the next
downstream project.

4.1.8 Rationale for Selection of the Final
SOSs

Table 4-2 summarizes the changes to the set alter
natives from the Draft EIS to the Final EIS.
SOS la and Ib are unchanged from the Draft EIS.
SOS la represents a base case condition and
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reflects system operation during the period from
passage of the Northwest Power Planning and
Conservation Act until ESA listings. It provides a
baseline alternative that allows for comparison of
the more recent alternatives and shows the recent
historical operation. SOS Ib represents a limit for
system operation directed at maximizing benefits
from development-oriented uses, such as power
generation, flood control, irrigation and naviga
tion and away from natural resources protection.
It serves as one end of the range of alternatives
and provides a basis for comparison of the impacts
to power generation from all other alternatives.
Public comment did not recommend elimination of
this alternative because it serves as a useful mile
post. However, the SOR agencies recognize it is
unlikely that decisions would be made to move
operations toward this alternative.

In the Draft EIS, SOS 2 represented current opera
tion. Three options were considered. 'IWo of these
options have been eliminated for the Final EIS and
one new option has been added. SOS 2c continues
as the No Action Alternative. Maintaining this
option as the No Action Alternative allows for
consistent comparisons in the Final EIS to those
made in the Draft EIS. However, within the
current practice category, new operations have been
developed since the original identification of
SOS 2c. In 1994, the SOR agencies, in consultation
with the NMFS and USFWS, agreed to an opera
tion, which was reflected in the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This operation (SOS 2d) has been mod
eled for the Final EIS and represents the most
"current" practice. SOS 2d also provides a good
baseline comparison for the other, more unique
alternatives. SOS 2a and 2b from the Draft EIS
were eliminated because they are so similar to
SOS 2c. SOS 2a is identical to SOS 2c except for
the lack of an assumed additional 427 KAF of water
from the upper Snake River Basin. This additional
water did not cause significant changes to the effects
between SOS 2a and 2c. There is no reason to
continue to consider an alternative that has impacts
essentially equal to another alternative. SOS 2b is
also similar to SOS 2c, except it modified operation
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Table 4-2. Summary of Alternatives in the Draft and Final EIS
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Draft EIS Alternatives

SOS 1 Pre-ESA Operation
SOS la Pre-Salmon Summit Operation
SOS Ib Optimum Load Following Operation

Final EIS Alternatives

SOS 1 Pre - ESA Operation
SOS la Pre-Salmon Summit Operation
SOS Ib Optimum Load Following Operation

SOS2
SOS2a
SOS2b

SOS2c

SOS3
SOS 3a
SOS3b

Current Practice
Final Supplemental EIS Operation
Final Supplemental EIS with Sturgeon
Operations at Libby
Final Supplemental EIS Operation 
No-Action Alternative

Flow Augmentation
Monthly Flow Thrgets
Monthly Flow Thrgets with additional
Snake River Water

SOS2
SOS2c

SOS2d

Current Practice
Final Supplemental EIS Operation 
No-Action Alternative
1994-98 Biological Opinion Operation

SOS 4 Stable Storage Project Operation
SOS 4al Enhanced Storage Level Operation
SOS 4a3 Enhanced Storage Level Operation
SOS 4bl Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS 4b3 Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS 4c Enhanced Operation with modified-

Grand Coulee Flood Control

SOS 4 Stable Storage Project Operation
SOS 4c Enhanced Operation with modified

Grand Coulee Flood Control

SOSS
SOSSa
SOSSb

SOS6
SOS 6a
SOS6b

SOS6c

SOS6d

SOS7
SOS7a
SOS7b
S~7c

Natural River Operation
1\vo Month Natural River Operation
Four and One Half Month Natural River
Operation

Fixed Drawdown
Two Month Fixed Drawdown Operation
Four and One Half Month Fixed
Drawdown Operation
Two Month Lower Granite Drawdown
Operation
Four and One Half Month Lower
Granite Drawdown Operation

Federal Resource Agency Operations
Coordination Act Report Operation
Incidental Take Statement Flow Thrgets
NMFS Conservation Recommendations

SOSS
SOSSb

SOS5c

SOS6
SOS6b

SOS6d

SOS9
SOS9a
SOS9b
SOS9c

Natural River Operation
Four and One Half Month Natural River
Operation
Permanent Natural River Operation

Fixed Drawdown
Four and One Half Month Fixed Drawdown
Operation
Four and One Half Month Lower Granite
Drawdown Operation

Settlement Discussion Alternatives
Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
Adaptive Management
Balance Impacts Operation

Bold indicates a new or revised SOS alternative

SOS Preferred Alternative
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at Libby for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Such
modifications are included in several other alterna
tives, namely SOS 2d, 9a, 9c, and the Preferred
Alternative.

SOS 3a and 3b, included in the Draft EIS, have
been dropped from consideration in the Final EIS.
Both of these alternatives involved anadromous fish
flow augmentation by establishing flow targets based
on runoff forecast on the Columbia and Snake
Rivers. SOS 3b included additional water from the
upper Snake River Basin over what was assumed for
SOS 3a. This operation is now incorporated in
several new alternatives, including SOS 9a and 9b.
Public comment also did not support continued
consideration of the SOS 3 alternatives.

SOS 4 originally included 5 options in the Draft EIS.
They were similar in operation and impact. In SOS
4a and 4b, the primary feature was the use of Bio
logical Rule Curves for Libby and Hungry Horse
reservoirs. SOS 4c also included these rule curves
but went further by optimizing the operation of the
other storage projects, particularly Grand Coulee
and Dworshak. For the Final EIS, the SOR agencies
have decided to update the alternative by substitut
ing the IRC for the Biological Rule Curves and by
eliminating SOS 4a and 4b. The IRCs are a more
recent, acceptable version of minimum elevations for
Libby and Hungry Horse. Significant public com
ment in support of this alternative with IRCs was
received. Similar to SOS 2 above, SOS 4a and 4b
were not different enough in operation or impacts to
warrant continued consideration.

The Natural River (SOS 5) and the SpillwayCrest
Drawdown (SOS 6) alternatives in the Draft EIS
originally included options for 2 months of drawdown
to the appropriate pool level and 4 1/2 months of
drawdown. The practicality of 2-month drawdowns
was questioned during public review, particularly for
the natural river. It did not appear that the time
involved in drawing down the reservoirs and later
refilling them provided the needed consideration for
other uses. Flows are restricted to refill the reser
voirs at a time when juvenile fall chinook are migrat
ing downstream and various adult species are
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returning upstream. The 2 1/2 month drawdown
strategies (SOS Sa, 6a, and 6c) have been dropped
from the Final EIS. However, 2 1/2 month spillway
crest drawdown at all four lower Snake projects is still
an element in SOS 9c, so the impacts associated with
this type of operation are assessed in the Final EIS.

A new option was added to SOS 5, namely SOS 5c.
This option includes natural river drawdown of the
lower Snake River projects on a permanent, year
round basis. The Corps received comment on this
type of alternative during the review of Phase I of
the SCS, a reconnaissance assessment of potential
physical modifications for the system to enhance fish
passage. Many believe the cost for such modifica
tion would be less than that required for periodic,
temporary drawdowns, which would require special
ized facilities to enable the projects to refill and
operate at two different pool elevations.

SOS 7 Federal Resource Agencies Operations, which
included 3 options in the Draft EIS, has been
dropped from the Final EIS and replaced with an
alternative now labeled as SOS 9 that also has 3 op
tions. SOS 7a was suggested by the USFWS and
represented the State fishery agencies and tribes'
recommended operation. Since the issuance of the
Draft EIS, this particular operation has been revised
and replaced by the DFOP (SOS 9a). The SOR
agencies received comment that the DFOP was not
evaluated, but should be. Therefore, we have in
cluded this alternative exactly as proposed by these
agencies; it is SOS 9a. SOS 7b and 7c were suggested
by NMFS through the 1993 Biological Opinion. This
opinion suggested two sets of flow targets as a way of
increasing flow augmentation levels for anadromous
fish. The flow targets came from the Incidental lake
Statement and the Conservation Recommendation
sections of that Biological Opinion. The opinion was
judged as arbitrary and capricious as a result of legal
action, and these operational alternatives have been
replaced with other alternatives that were developed
through settlement discussions among the parties to
this lawsuit. SOS 7b and 7c have been dropped, but
SOS 9b and 9c have been added to represent opera
tions stemming from NMFS or other fishery agencies.
In particular, SOS 9b is like DFOP but has reduced
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flow levels and forgoes drawdowns. It is a modifica
tion to DFOP. SOS 9c incorporates elements of
operation supported by the State of Idaho in its
"Idaho Plan." It includes a 2 1/2-month spillway
crest drawdown on the lower Snake River projects
and several other elements that attempt to strike a
balance among the needs of anadromous fish, resi
dent fish, wildlife and recreation.

Shortly after the alternatives for the Draft EIS were
identified, the Nez Perce Tribe suggested an opera
tion that involved drawdown of Lower Granite,
significant additional amounts of upper Snake River
water, and full pool operation at Dworshak (i.e.,
Dworshak remains full year round). It was labeled
as SOS 8a. Hydroregulation of that operation was
completed and provided to the Nez Perce Tribe. No
technical response has been received from the Nez
Perce Tribe regarding the features or results of this
alternative. However, the elements of this operation
are generally incorporated in one or more of the
other alternatives, or impose requirements on the
system or specific projects that are outside the range
considered reasonable. Therefore, this alternative
has not been carried forward into the Final EIS.

The Preferred Alternative represents operating
requirements contained in the 1995 Biological
Opinions issued by NMFS and USFWS on operation
of the FCRPS. These opinions resulted from ESA
consultation conducted during late 1994 and early
1995, which were a direct consequence of the lawsuit
and subsequent judgement in Idaho v. NMFS. The
SOR agencies are now implementing this operating
strategy and have concluded that it represents an
appropriate balance among the multiple uses of the
river. This strategy recognizes the importance of
anadromous fish and the need to adjust river flows
to benefit the migration of all salmon stocks, as well
as the needs of resident fish and wildlife species at
storage projects.

4.2 ESTIMATED WIND-GENERATED PM10
EMISSIONS

Following EPA's methodology, PM10 emissions were
estimated for three projects and all of the SOS
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alternatives, using representative maximum wind
speeds and estimates of the area of exposed sedi
ments. The emission rates were presented in Figure
3- 3. Emissions representative of most of the
alternatives for each of the three projects studied
were modeled to predict PMlO concentrations with
distance from the shoreline. The emission estimates
and the modeling used the maximum I-hour wind
speed expected during the drawdown period. The
modeling investigated concentrations resulting from
winds blowing directly off the reservoir and perpen
dicular to the shoreline (90 degrees) and winds
nearly parallel to the shore (10 degrees). Perpendic
ular winds will result in the highest concentrations at
some distance from the source. Winds nearly paral
lel to the shoreline will generate the largest con
centrations adjacent to the exposed area. The
predicted I-hour concentrations were converted to
24-hour concentrations by assuming that the winds
removed all erodible material in 1 hour. PMlO
concentrations as a function of distance from the
exposed area are plotted for the three projects in
Figure 4-1.

PM10 concentrations resulting from blowing dust are
high for areas immediately adjacent to the source of
the dust. The largest concentrations are associated
with winds that are nearly parallel to the shore. For
these winds a much larger exposed area is contribut
ing to the concentrations immediately adjacent to
the beach area. These winds will move the sediment
material down the beach in such a manner that
PM10 concentrations quickly diminish with distance
from the beach area. Winds perpendicular to the
exposed area will generate higher relative concentra
tions at some distance from the source. At greater
downwind distances more of the exposed surface
contributes to the total concentration, but the
greater distance also provides greater diffusion. The
maximum predicted concentrations adjacent to the
exposed area, the distance to a predicted 24-hour
concentration less than the AAQS, and the
distance to predicted 24-hour concentration
equal to 5 Ilglm3 are presented in Table 4-3.
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Figure 4-1. PM10 Concentrations for Lower Granite, Libby, and John Day
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Table 4-3. Maximum Predicted PM10 Concentrations
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Maximum Downwind distance (m) to concentration
Project concentration (ug/m'')

150/.lg/m3 5/.lg/m3

Lower Granite 206 30 2900

Libby 139 0 4600

John Day 157 20 3750

Larger concentrations than those presented in Table
4-3 are possible with higher wind speeds. Because
the concentrations are predicted with maximum
1-hour wind speeds, faster winds would also be of
shorter duration. Concentrations less than the
24-hour PM AAQS occur within 20 to 30 m of the
area of exposed sediments. The larger concentra
tions will be restricted to areas immediately adjacent
to the source of the emissions. Winds perpendicular
to the shoreline can result in significant concentra
tions (greater than 5 /.lg/m3) at distances of about
3 to 5 km from the beach area. The frequency of
occurrences of winds strong enough to generate
large PM10 concentrations is on the order of once or
twice in 5 years. Windblown dust is the consequence
of high wind speeds, which promote atmospheric
dispersion. High PMlO concentrations resulting
from industrial emissions and wood smoke tend to
occur during stagnant inversion conditions. High
PMlOconcentrations resulting from inversion condi
tions and high wind speeds will occur at different
times.

Only the PM10 monitoring stations at Lewiston,
Clarkston, and Sandpoint are located within 5 km of
an SOR reservoir. Significant emissions are most
likely to take place during the dry season when the
background particulate matter concentrations are
also high. The area of exposed lake sediments, the
orientation of high wind speeds, and the smoothness
of the dry sediments are all unknown factors that
contribute to the magnitude of the windblown
emissions. It is not possible at this time to predict
how wind-generated PMlO and TSP concentrations

will interact with the Clarkston-Lewiston back
ground concentrations.

Sandpoint, located on the northern side of Lake
Pend Oreille, is also a PMlO nonattainment area.
For most of the alternatives Lake Pend Oreille will
be drafted from October to March when the weather
conditions are cold and wet. SOS 9a would result in
August elevations averaging 5.6 feet (1.7 m) below
full. This would expose shallow areas on the eastern
side of Lake Pend Oreille. Sandpoint is located near
the outlet of the lake where the channel is compara
tively narrow and steep. Wind- generated emissions
from SOS 9a probably would not affect the Sand
point nonattainment area. The monitoring program
being conducted by the Corps in the Libby area is
designed to address the issue of how much particu
late matter originating from exposed lake sediments
is measured at inland monitoring locations.

Tribal populations living on the Colville and Spo
kane Reservations would be subject to dust emis
sions resulting from exposure of the Lake Roosevelt
shoreline, which is not one of the three reference
reservoirs for which emission calculations were
performed. The general physical characteristics
(such as the influence of wind direction and proximi
ty to the source) of these emissions would be as
described previously in Section 4.2. Emission con
centrations near Lake Roosevelt would tend to be
less than the potential emissions calculated for
Libby, the example storage project included in the
calculations, because drafting depth and shoreline
exposure for Lake Roosevelt are consistently less
than that for Libby in the simulations of the SOS
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alternatives. Average pool elevation fluctuations for
Libby range from about 60 to 130 feet (18 to 40 m),
depending upon the SOS, while the range for Lake
Roosevelt is from about 30 to 60 feet (9 to 18 m).
Based on elevation patterns only, the potential for
windblown dust from Lake Roosevelt would be
greatest with SOSs 1, 5, 6 or 9c, and would be least
under SOS 4c. The summer draft limits included
within SOS PA would serve to limit shoreline expo
sure, and therefore dust emissions, during the dry
summer months under this alternative.

4.3 HUMAN HEALTH CONCERNS

Tho potential concerns were addressed in the
human health component of the air quality analysis.
Adverse health effects can occur from high airborne
levels of PM10, which consists of particles small
enough to bypass the nose and upper airways, enter
the lungs, and be absorbed into the bloodstream.
In addition to possible health effects from the
PM10, health problems from inhalation of chemicals
bound to the sediments could occur if the
concentrations in the air are high enough.

PM10 emissions were estimated using EPA method
ologies and maximum wind speeds for all of the SOS
alternatives and for three projects, Lower Granite,
Libby, and John Day. Representative emissions
from these projects were modeled to predict PM10
concentrations as a function of distance from the
area of exposed sediments. The largest concentra
tions are located immediately adjacent to the source
of the emissions. The concentrations quickly de
crease in magnitude with distance from the beach
area. Concentrations resulting from winds that are
nearly parallel to the shoreline would approach
values comparable to background concentrations
within a short distance from the source of the emis
sions. When the winds are perpendicular to the
shoreline concentrations approaching background
would occur at much greater distances from the
beach area. People exposed to the highest con
centrations could experience respiratory problems.
Concentrations greater than the 24-hour PM10
standard (150 J.lglm3) could cause coughing and
phlegm production or worsen asthma and bronchitis
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conditions in sensitive individuals. The most sensi
tive individuals would include young children, older
adults, smokers, and people with underlying lung
problems such as asthma or emphysema. High PM10
concentrations are predicted to occur within a short
distance from the source of the emissions. Health
effects could be exacerbated if the background
concentrations were already high.

The Sandpoint nonattainment area is the only area
located adjacent to a project reservoir where the
background PM10 concentrations are already high.
Shallower areas of Lake Pend Oreille that would be
exposed because of drafting are located at some
distance to the east of s,andpoint. And only SOS 9a
includes a mid-summer drawdown period for Lake
Pend Oreille that would expose much lake bottom.
High background concentrations resulting from
industrial emissions or from wood smoke would not
occur during high wind speed wind events.

Chemicals have accumulated in Columbia River
Basin sediments, primarily as a result of emissions
from industrial, agricultural, and transportation
activities. When these sediments are exposed by
reservoir drafting, the chemicals bound to the
sediments can become airborne. Although the
large particles are filtered out by the nose and
upper airways, residents or recreationists near the
shoreline could inhale chemical contaminants
attached to PM10. The resulting health problems
could include cancer or non-cancer effects (such as
nerve damage), and would vary depending on
which chemical is inhaled.

Lake Roosevelt and Lower Granite Reservoir are
the only projects for which chemical sediment
concentrations are available, and data for these
projects are incomplete. These two projects are
more likely than others to contain significant
amounts of chemical contaminants. Lake
Roosevelt receives smelter and municipal discharges
from sources just upstream in British Columbia,
and Lower Granite receives discharges from
industrial operations and municipal wastewater
discharges from sources just upstream (including a
pulp and paper mill) in the Lewiston, Idaho
Clarkston, Washington area.
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Chemical concentrations that had been measured in
sediments at Lake Roosevelt and Lower Granite
indicate that airborne concentrations greater than
the Washington ASILs, which are air quality
standards for chemical contaminants that are
designed to protect human health, are possible.

A complete analysis of the potential for toxic and
hazardous air pollutants resulting from drafting the
reservoirs would require site-specific data on
meteorological conditions, sediment composition
and concentrations of pollutants of concern, water
elevation patterns corresponding with high-wind
events, and periods of expos~re. These data were
not reasonably available for the Final EIS analysis,
so the chemical dimension of the human health
concern has not been explicitly accounted for in this
analysis. However, the SOR agencies do not believe
that this is a significant information gap that would
otherwise change conclusions from the impact
analysis. Because any chemical contaminants would
be attached to PM10particles, the potential dispersion
of chemicals in the reservoir sediments is addressed by
considering the dispersion of PM10 emissions from the
reservoirs. In addition, the analysis does identify the
two reservoirs for which the existing sediment
sampling data indicate that chemicals in the sediments
are most likely to be a concern. Decision makers can
apply this knowledge as they evaluate the relative
impacts of the SOS alternatives, and especially as they
consider the specific impacts of SOS PA.

4.4 INDIRECT AIR QUALITY IMPACTS

Changes in river operation could decrease the
amount of hydroelectric power generated, at least
on a seasonal basis, and require replacement
generation from thermal power plants (such as gas
or coal-fired plants). Additional thermal generation
would increase air pollution around the affected
thermal plants. Chemical emissions from these
power plants could be a problem if they cause air
quality standards to be exceeded or if levels are
high enough to cause health problems. Since the
power plants that serve the regional are located in
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Washington, Oregon, and California this impact
could occur locally or in other regions.

SOS alternatives that would cause a substantial loss
in total annual energy generation could result in
two types of responses to replace power supplies.
One response would be to acquire new generating
resources, and the other would be to purchase
power from existing sources. Either response could
require energy generation from thermal power
plants, which would result in impacts to air quality.
Both cases are described in more detail in
Appendix I.

With respect to acquiring new resources, the
alternative resources available and their respective
impacts on air quality are described in detail in
BPA's Resource Programs EIS (BPA, 1993). Air
emissions vary considerably for most pollutants
among the different thermal power technologies,
with conventional coal-fired technology producing
the greatest emissions. Natural gas-fired plants are
relatively clean-burning and efficient and have
accounted for all recent additions to Pacific
Northwest thermal power capacity. The SOR
Power Work Group assumed that gas combustion
turbines would be built if power system managers
adopted the new-resource response.

Several large coal-fired power plants currently serve
the region. There is also a nuclear power plant on
the Columbia River in Washington. Each plant is
licensed so that operation at maximum capacity will
not cause exceedance of any AAQS. No area
immediately influenced by emissions from these
plants is designated by air pollution control
agencies to exceed air quality standards. Therefore,
no violations of local air quality standards would be
likely to occur as a result of system operations. If
power were imported from California, it is possible
that air quality there could be affected.

Purchasing replacement power supplies would also
involve several options. Depending upon future
resource availability when a given SOS might be
adopted, BPA could conceivably purchase power
from utilities in the Pacific Northwest, Canada, or
California. Each of these three sources has a
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different resource mix that would involve different
potential for indirect air quality impacts. Other
Pacific Northwest utilities operate a mix of
hydroelectric and thermal resources. Most
electricity in British Columbia is generated by
hydroelectric plants. California power resources are
predominantly thermal with a mix of nuclear and
oil-fired plants. Given the diversity of potential
choices available for power purchase, it is not
possible to specifically predict the source(s) and
location(s) of potential air quality effects.

Loss of hydropower must be replaced by power
generated by new facilities, existing facilities, pur-
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chased from other sources, or a combination of all
of these options. The amount of replacement power
for each alternative was estimated in BPA's Business
Plan EIS (BPA, 1995). The amount of air emissions
resulting from generating replacement power for each
alternative can be determined from the emission
factors presented in Section 3.2 and the amount of
power required. The amount of air pollutants
emitted for each alternative is presented in Table 4-4.
The emissions are projected for two years, 1996 and
2004. By 2004 new combustion turbines and cogen
eration plants would be on -line to provide replace
ment electricity.

Table 4-4. Total Air Pollutant Emissions by SOS

Air Pollutant Emissions (thousands of metric tons per year)a1

Alternative 1996 2004

SO NOx TSP CO CO SO NOX TSP CO CO

la 34 87 5 7 36,295 38 106 6 11 46,807

Ib 33 86 5 7 35,774 38 106 6 11 46,443

2c 34 88 5 7 36,907 37 107 6 12 47,279

2d 34 88 5 7 37,193 36 99 6 11 46,289

4c 34 89 5 8 37,524 37 107 6 12 47,575

5b 35 93 5 9 39,733 38 111 6 13 50,355

5c 35 94 5 9 40,199 38 109 6 13 50,469

6b 34 89 5 8 37,641 37 106 6 12 47,950

6d 34 88 5 7 37,037 37 106 6 12 47,340

9a 35 94 5 9 40,853 35 98 6 11 48,850

9b 35 93 5 9 39,932 35 99 6 11 48,042,

9c 35 93 5 9 39,824 36 103 6 12 48,869

PA 34 91 5 8 38,612 35 98 6 11 46,836

aI 1 ton = 907.2 kg
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CHAPTER 5

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

5

The primary purpose of Chapter 5 is to compare the
potential air quality effects across the SOS
alternatives. This chapter also includes discussions
of potential mitigation measures for the alternatives,
cumulative effects, arid unavoidable adverse effects.

5.1 DIRECTAND INDIRECT EFFECTS

The primary air quality issues of concern are emis
sions from exposed dry sediments and emissions
resulting from generating replacement electricity.
These issues, in relation to the SOS alternatives, are
discussed below.

5.1.1 Fugitive Emissions

The air quality analysis has indicated that PM10
concentrations immediately adjacent to the exposed
sediments could be high, but these short term con
centrations would quickly diminish with distance
from the beach area. Furthermore, periods of
blowing dust would be relatively short, lasting only as
long as erodible material is available (on the order
of 1 hour). Incidences of blowing dust are highly
dependent upon meteorological conditions; dry
uncrusted sediments must be exposed to high wind
speeds. Sustained wind speeds less than about 9
m/sec (20 mph) may not be enough to remove
substantial amounts of dust (Section 3.1). High wind
speed events occurring when dry lake sediments are
susceptible to wind erosion take place at a frequency
of only a few hours per year. Erodible particulate
matter is available only if the surface has been
disturbed since the previous erosion event. Erodible
material deposited on other areas will be available
for suspension by other high wind speed events. The
angle of the wind with respect to the shoreline helps
to determine the downwind dust concentrations. A
wind nearly parallel to the shoreline will generate
high PM10 concentrations immediately adjacent to
the exposed area; these concentrations will quickly

diminish with distance from the beach area. A wind
nearly perpendicular to the shoreline will result in
lower initial concentrations which will quickly dimin
ish with downwind distance, but which will also
elevate the background concentrations for up to 3 to
5 km from the reservoir.

PM10 emissions for three projects, Lower Granite,
Libby, and John Day, where the amount of exposed
sediments may be most extensive, were estimated in
Section 3.1. While other projects will experience
exposure of lake sediments, the amount of area
exposed will vary depending on the change in sur
face elevation and the slope of the shore area.

The data necessary to predict windblown PM10
concentrations for all of the reservoirs is not reliable
enough to be included in this analysis: The amount
of PM10 emissions is indirectly related to the surface
elevation of the reservoirs; lower elevations will
expose more sediments which, for the right wind
conditions, will result in relatively larger ambient
PM10concentrations. The potential for high PM10
concentrations can be discussed because the surface
elevations of the reservoirs is known.

The hydroregulation model predicted annual aver
age surface elevations of the reservoirs for each
alternative. The annual average reservoir elevations
for SOS 2c represent a base case. For a given
reservoir, the elevation difference between SOS 2c
and the other alternatives is proportional to the
amount of shoreline exposed for that alternative,
and is also dependent on other unknown factors
such as the slope of the shoreline. These elevation
differences provide a means of estimating which
alternatives have the greatest potential for wind
blown emissions. A lower surface elevation will
result in a greater amount of exposed shoreline and,
therefore, a larger potential for high PM10con
centrations. The differences in the annual average
surface elevations by project and alternative are
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indicated in Table 5-1. Negative values in Table
5-1 indicate lower surface elevations.

There is little or no change in annual average reser
voir elevation at the McNary and Chief Joseph
projects for all of the alternatives. These projects
would not experience increases in ambient PMlO
concentrations resulting from blowing sediments.
Large drawdowns (an annual average of more than 5
feet) are expected for sass 5b, 5c, 6b, and 9a for
the Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, and Little
Goose projects. Large drawdowns for Lower Gran
ite are expected for sass 5b, 5c, 6b, 6d, and 9a.
The surface elevation at Dworshak would decrease
for sass 2d, 9b, and PA. Lower elevations are
expected at Brownlee for sass la, Ib, 9a, 9b, 9c,
and PA. Large drawdowns are predicted for Grand
Coulee for sass 9a and 9b. Lower elevations are
expected at Libby for the sass 9a and PA, and
Hungry Horse for sas 9a.

Windblown emissions are dependent on wind speed.
Three different wind speeds were used in the emis
sions calculations. Emissions calculated using the
fastest mile results in the highest emissions. The
fastest mile also occurs the least frequently (once in
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30 years). Emissions calculated with the maximum
I-hour wind speed will occur at a frequency of
about once or twice every 5 years. The 1-hour 99th
percentile wind speed will occur at a frequency of
about 9 hours per year. However, this wind is
sometimes is not sufficient to generate emissions.

PMlO emissions for Lower Granite, Libby, and John
Day, for all alternatives, were estimated in Section
3.1 (see Figure 3-3). For Lower Granite the great
est calculated emissions are a result of sas 5b.
Emissions for sas 5c would equal those of sas 5b
until the exposed sediments were vegetated or
washed away by rains. Emissions for sass 6b, 6d,
9a, and 9c are considerably less than for sas 5b.
Emissions for the remaining alternatives are small.

The Libby emission factors are actually smaller than
those for Lower Granite. However, the exposed
areas for Libby are much larger, resulting in higher
emission rates for all alternatives. Emissions calcu
lated with the maximum 1-hour wind speed are
moderate and are all about the same value.

The predicted John Day emissions are moderate for
sass 5b, 5c, 6b, 6d, 9a, and 9c. Emissions for the
other alternatives are less.

Table 5-1. Change in Average Annual Surface Elevation, by Project and SOS

sas Alternative
Project la Ib 2c 2d 4c 5b 5c 6b 6d 9a 9b 9c PA

John Day 4 4 3 -6 -6 -6 -6 -5 -6 -6

McNary

Ice Harbor -96 -96 -32 -32 -1 -1

Lower Monumental -107 -107 -32 -31 -3 -3

Little Goose -112 -112 -31 -31 -3 -3

Lower Granite -112 -112 -30 -30 -30 -2 -2

Dworshak 16 24 -29 31 32 32 32 32 2 -43 -4 -48

Brownlee -11 -11 -13 -30 -30 -8

Chief Joseph

Grand Coulee -2 -2 -41 -18 -8 -9

Albeni Falls -3 -7 -2 -1

Libby -3 -4 -4 1 -3 -3 -3 -3 -63 -10 1 -16

Hungry Horse -3 25 -53 8 25 7
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PM10 monitoring is conducted in areas with known
or suspected air quality problems. Only a few of the
projects are located in areas where monitoring is
conducted near the reservoirs (see Section 2.2).
Only one area, the Sandpoint area located on Lake
Pend Oreille, is a PMlO nonattainment area. Several
project reservoirs are located in areas where nearby
monitoring data indicates that the background PM10

concentrations are high (Thble 2-2). These areas
include Ice Harbor (located near Kennewick and
Wallula Junction), Grand Coulee (located relatively
near Spokane), Albeni Falls (located near Sand
point), Libby (located near Libby), and Hungry
Horse (located near Whitefish). Large background
concentrations in the industrial areas such as Spo
kane will take place during periods of stagnant winds
and low-level atmospheric inversions. High wind
generated emissions would occur during periods of
high wind speeds (and good atmospheric dispersion).
Wind generated emissions resulting from exposed
lake sediments would result in large PMlO concentra
tions immediately adjacent to the source of the
emissions (Section 4.2). For Lake Pend Oreille the
shallow areas are located a considerable distance to
the east of Sandpoint. It is not expected that the
reservoirs would contribute to an ambient concentra
tions greater than the AAQS at any of the monitor
ing locations.

The lake sediments may contain contaminants
which, when dry, could become part of the wind
blown emissions. Based on measured sediment
concentrations, large concentrations of these con
taminants could result in a health threat. Data
necessary to rigorously estimate emissions of hazard
ous and toxic air pollutants resulting from drafting
are not available. Alternatives that would expose
the greatest amount of sediments in areas where
industrial discharges have contaminated the sedi
ments will have the greatest potential for hazardous
and toxic emissions.

5.1.2 Emissions from Generating
Replacement Electricity

Replacement power would be generated by a mix of
natural-gas fired combustion turbines, coal-fired
plants, or purchased power. Combustion turbines
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would be either new or existing facilities. Air emis
sions from these sources of replacement power were
presented in Chapter 4 for the SOR alternatives and
two projected years, 1996 and 2004. SOSs 5b, 5c, 9a,
9b, and 9c would result in the greatest amount of air
emissions in 1996. By 2004, SOSs 5b and 5c would
produce greatest amounts of air emissions. By 2004
SOSs la and lb would generate higher amounts of
S02; SOSs la, lb, 2c, 4c, 6b, and 6d would produce
greater amounts of NOx; and SOSs 9a, 9b, and 9c
would generate greater amounts of C02.

If new generating plants are required, it is likely that
these units would be natural gas-fired combustion
turbines built with emission control devices such as
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) for CO and
NOx emissions, advanced 10w-NOx combustion
units, or water injection for NOx control. Construc
tion of new generating plants would be subject to
local, state, and federal air quality regulations, and
would require construction and air discharge per
mits. The plants would probably also be subject to
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
regulations and to New Source Performance Stan
dards (NSPS) set forth in 40CFR Part 60 SUbpart
GG. New facilities would be built only if they
comply with all applicable emissions and ambient
standards, including the AAQS.

5.2 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Having determined the particulate matter and
airborne chemical consequences that could result
from system operations, thorough consideration of
the potential impact on public health and welfare
requires addressing other sources in the region
which could contribute particulate matter to the
ambient air. Since the reservoirs are generally
located well away from highly urbanized industrial
areas, the major contributing sources are expected to
be predominantly rural in nature. The most
common such sources include unpaved roads,
agricultural tilling, woodsmoke, isolated industrial
sources, and off-road recreational vehicles.

Unpaved roads occur near the reservoirs in a
number of locations. During periods of dry weather
they would contribute significantly to local particu-
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late matter concentrations. Nearby residences that
burn wood for heating would also contribute fine
particles and some toxic air pollutants. However,
the periods when industrial emissions and wood
smoke would contribute to air quality problems
would not likely coincide with periods when dry lake
sediments are likely to become airborne.

In some areas, such as along the lower Snake River
reservoirs and John Day, the primary source of
particulate matter would probably be agricultural
fields.

Lower Granite Reservoir can be used to provide a
representative estimation of the magnitude of
particulate matter concentrations which could add to
reservoir concentrations. Clarkston, Washington and
Lewiston, Idaho (on Lower Granite Reservoir)
comprise the largest affected urban area with a
population of approximately 40,000. There are
several industrial sources in the area. The second
highest 24-hour and highest annual average PMlO
concentrations in the ClarkstonlLewiston area, from
1992 through 1994, were 119 and 42.9 I!glm3,

respectively. This is less than the National AAQS of
150 and 50 ug/m", respectively. PMlO concentra
tions are predicted to be large immediately adjacent
to the source of the emissions, and quickly diminish
with downwind distance to 24-hour concentrations
equal to about 5 I!glm3. The resulting annual
average concentrations would also be small, less than
1 I!glm3. When these concentrations are added to
119 and 42.9 I!glm3, the resulting concentrations are
sti11less than the AAQS.

The Lower Granite example is probably typical of
potential cumulative effects at other reservoirs.
There probably are other, existing sources of
particulates near all of the reservoirs where
operations could produce blowing dust. (Even at
Hungry Horse, where there is a very low level of
adjacent development, unpaved roads circle the
reservoir and would generate dust.) Reservoir-gen
erated dust would add to the particulates from other
sources.

Future conditions with respect to existing sources of
particulates and cumulative effects are difficult to
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predict. Improvements in air quality have been
noted in both the scientific and popular literature,
although these have typically involved chemical
emissions from vehicles and other combustion
sources in large urban areas. Future ambient air
conditions near the SOR reservoirs will be deter
mined by a variety of offsetting or complementary
factors that affect rural areas. Population growth
could be expected to increase particulates from
woodsmoke, for example, while equipment emission
standards and burning regulations would tend to
reduce woodsmoke pollution. Overall, the most
important determinant of cumulative effects is likely
to be changes in agricultural practices or acreage.

5.3 MITIGATION MEASURES

Dust control measures could theoretically be used to
mitigate the air quality effects of the SOS alterna
tives. Dust control methods would decrease the
amount of dust generated when reservoir sediments
are exposed, but may be impractical for the
Columbia River system. Such mitigation methods
could include planting vegetation along shorelines so
that less shoreline soil is exposed (thus reducing the
total dust load when sediments are exposed) or
erecting wind barriers along the shoreline in the
primary wind direction. For the large reservoirs in
the Columbia River system, the cost of these
measures would be prohibitive. The technical
success of measures such as seeding would also be
questionable, and wind barriers would have
aesthetic drawbacks. Timing reservoir drawdowns
to occur during the months when the ground is
frozen or wet would also reduce dust production
and in fact, most drawdowns would occur during
these months. However, there are many other
factors affecting the timing of drawdowns which may
take precedence over air quality concerns.
Restricting all-terrain vehicle (ATV) and other
vehicle use along shorelines during the drawdowns
would decrease the amount of dust generated, but
could be difficult to enforce.

5.4 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS

Unavoidable adverse effects are those effects that
would occur regardless of any measures taken to
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mitigate effects for a given action. Some degree of
exposure of sediments in the reservoirs system's
storage is unavoidable, as these reservoirs could not
be kept full year-round and still meet the authorized
project purposes. If reservoir drafting occurs under
dry and windy meteorological conditions, sediments
would become airborne as particulate matter. Air
quality near the reservoirs would be diminished.
People near the reservoirs would be exposed to
PMlO concentrations above background concentra
tions. In addition, people near the reservoirs could
be exposed to any chemicals that are in the
sediments and become airborne, unless the
sediments can be remediated. No other unavoidable
adverse effects related to air quality are expected as
a result of the SOS alternatives.

5.5 INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

As described in Section 3.1, the Corps is currently in
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the process of developing local air monitoring data
for the Rexford-Eureka area near Lake Koocanusa.
Results from the monitoring program were not
available in time for publication in the Final EIS.
The monitoring results and any associated revisions
to the conclusions of the air quality analysis will be
considered in the future as system operations are
periodically reassessed.

The Corps air monitoring program at Libby is the
only currently active program to address air quality
conditions associated with the reservoirs of the
Columbia River system. Based on the Libby results
and future operating experience with the selected
SOS, the SOR agencies may determine that air
quality monitoring at additional reservoirs would be
appropriate.
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CHAPTER 6

LIST OF PREPARERS

6

The Air Quality Technical Appendix was prepared by Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation (formerly
Enserch Environmental), a consulting firm under contract to BPA. Individuals who contributed to the report
are listed in Table 6-1. Contributors are listed by name, education/years of experience, experience and
expertise, and role in technical appendix preparation.
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Table 6-1. List of Preparers

Name EducationIYears of Experience Experience and Expertise Role and Preparation

BONNEVILLE POWER
ADMINISTRATION

Linda Burbach 15 Years Public involvement Review
NEPA document processing Contract management

FOSTER WHEELER
ENVIRONMENTAL

Chris Lawson M.A., Geography Multidisciplinary environmental Project management,
Resource Planner B.S., Geography Hydroelectric operation review

16 Years Environmental Assessments
Regulations

Alan Carpenter M.S., Nuclear Physics Air pollution control Task management,
Air Quality Specialist M.S.E., General Engineering Dispersion modeling review

B.A., Physics and Mathematics
18 Years

Marthlyn Jones M.D. Toxicology Human health
Environmental Medicine Specialist M.P.H., Environmental Health Environmental health evaluation

B.S., Biology Risk assessment
15 Years

Lisa Clark B.S., Physics/Math Air pollution control Air quality
Air Quality Specialist 4 Years Solid waste management Emission estimation

Air permitting Dispersion modeling

Chris Velicer M.S., Natural Resouce and Risk assessment Human health
Human Health Risk Assessor Policy Management Regulatory analysis evaluations

B.A., Biology Environmental Assessments
6 Years

Stacie Seaver B.A., English Technical writing and editing Editing
Technical Editor 4 Years Document production Document Production

PeterHummer M.S., Physical Oceanography - Air quality and meteorological Air quality data analy-
Air Quality Specialist B.S., Meteorology & Oceanography monitoring, dispersion modeling, sis, dispersion model-

19 Years emission estimates ing, emission esti-
mates

Kristin Avery B.A. (pending), English-writing Technical writing and editing Editing
Technical Editor and Arts/Philosophy Document production Document Production

5 Years Public involvement
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CHAPTER 7

GLOSSARY

7

AAQS: Ambient Air Quality Standard

Acute: Of sudden onset and lasting days to weeks.

AIRS: Aerometric Information Retrieval System

ASIL: Acceptable Source Impact Level

aMW: Average megawatt

Asthma: A chronic respiratory illness in which
there is swelling and constriction of the airways
causing wheezing and shortness of breath. It is often
caused by an allergic response to an inhaled sub
stance.

ATV: All-terrain vehicle

BPA: Bonneville Power Administration

Carcinogen: A chemical that causes cancer in
animals or humans.

Chronic bronchitis: A chronic lung disease that
lasts for months to years characterized by daily
cough and phlegm production. Over time, chronic
bronchitis can cause permanent damage to the lungs.

Chronic: Of gradual onset and lasting months to
years.

Corps: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Detection Limit (DL): The lowest amount that can
be distinguished from the normal "noise" of an
analytical instrument or method.

EIS: environmental impact statement

EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ESA: Endangered Species Act

Exposure: Contact of an organism with a chemical
or physical agent. Exposure is quantified as the
amount of the agent available at the exchange

boundaries of the organism (e.g., skin, lungs, gut)
and available for absorption.

Exposure Route: The way a chemical or physical
agent comes in contact with an organism (e.g., by
ingestion, inhalation, dermal contact).

Exposure Pathway: The course a chemical or
physical agent takes from a source to an exposed
organism. An exposure pathway describes a unique
mechanism by which an individual or population is
exposed to chemicals or physical agents at or origi
nating from a site. Each exposure pathway includes
a source or release from a source, an exposure point,
and an exposure route. If the exposure point differs
from the source, a transport/exposure medium (e.g.,
air) or media (in cases of intermedia transfer) also is
included.

Exposure Point: A location of potential contact
between an organism and a chemical or physical
agent.

FWS: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Inhalation: A route of exposure that occurs when
airborne substances are inhaled through the nose or
mouth into the lungs. Substances can be absorbed
into the bloodstream from the lung.

Intake: A measure of exposure expressed as the
mass of a substance in contact with the exchange
boundary per unit body weight per unit time (e.g.,
mg chemical/kg body weight-day). Also termed the
normalized exposure rate; equivalent to adminis
tered dose.

Long-term: Generally lasting months to years.

NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act

NMFS: National Marine Fisheries Service
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Non-detects (NDs): Chemicals that are not de
tected in a particular sample above a certain limit,
usually the quantitation limit for the chemical in that
sample. Non-detects may be indicated by a "U"
data qualifier.

OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
tration

PMIO: Fine particulate matter; smaller than 10
microns in diameter.

ppm: Parts per million

Respirable: The portion of dust that is small
enough (less than ten microns in diameter) to enter
the lungs and be absorbed into the bloodstream.

ROSE: River Operation Simulation Experts

SEIS: supplemental EIS

Short-term: Generally lasting days to weeks.

Air Quality Appendix

SOR: System Operation Review

SOS: System Operating Strategy

Toxicity: The nature and extent of adverse health
effects caused by a substance.

TSP: total suspended particulate

VeL: upper confidence limit

WDOE: Washington Department of Ecology

J,tg/m3: Micrograms per cubic meter

95 percent upper confidence limit of the mean:
A statistical method which generates a number that
gives 95 percent certainty that the actual mean or
average of a group of numbers is below it. Using
this number instead of the calculated mean gives an
additional protection factor when determining
chemical concentrations to which people could be
exposed.
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